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Abstract
The main purpose of this thesis is to present innovative beam shaping antennas, based on
leaky wave antennas LWAs, which can meet fundamental requirements like: low cost, low
profile and high gain. Important fields of application switch on from near-field (holographic
concept) to far-field (low and high satelite applications). For the near-field application, the
objective has been the use of periodic LWAs to synthesize a near-field patern focusing at a
specific point and with also a predetermined polarization. The impact of the circular or radial
polarization on the shape of the focal region in these periodic LWAs has been investigated.
Also the ability of these antennas to do frequency steering of the focus is studied for al the
designs.
For the far-field application, we consider two main scenarios: in the first one, we study
solutions for Geostationary Satelite (GEO) where thinned arays are required to scanning
at a few degrees. In the second one, we point to LEO satelites, where dense arays are
more suitable for large scanning angles. In these applications, uniform LWAs are more
appropriate, since they alow the possibility for overlapping areas between the diferent
aray elements.
Al results are carefuly coroborated with commercial software and home-made code
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3IN recent times the leaky-wave antennas (LWAs) have won significant atention by thescientific community after that Hansen reported the slited waveguide in 1940 [1]. In
that first work, it was shown that because of the periodic loading of a waveguide with the
slits, the waveguide mode is characterized by a complex propagation constantkz=β−jα
with|β|≤k0(k0is the free space propagation constant) . This waveguide mode travels in
the guiding structure faster than the speed of the light (fast waves) and at the same time it
leaks energy into free space and therefore it has an atenuation constantα. In a lossless case,
this energy is totaly radiated by the structure (if the length of the aperture is large enough)
and then the LW couples the guided power into free space [2].
LWAs can be classified in mainly two types depending on the physical principle for
radiation: periodic or uniform [3].
Periodic LWAs support a slow wave with|β|>k0and the structure is periodicaly
modulated in the transverse direction (see Figure 1.a). This modulation creates a guided
wave composed of infinite harmonics [2] of Floquet modes. For then-th Floquet mode,
the wavenumber is given bykzn=kz0+2πn/p,wherepis the period andkz0=β−jαis
the wavenumber of the fundamental Floquet wave. Then=0 mode is a slow wave (surface
wave) but with a proper design we can obtain a fast wave (LW), typicaly using n=-1 and
thus a radiating wave. This type of LWA wil be exploited in this thesis to achieve near field
focusing.
Fig. 1 (a). A rectangular dielectric rod on which is placed a periodic aray of metal strips as a classical
example of the periodic LWA and (b). a rectangular waveguide with a continuous slit cut along one of
its sides as a classical example of the uniform LWA.
Uniform LWAs use a diferent mechanism to leak the energy in the entire aperture of
the antenna since there is not a significant periodicity in the transverse direction as in [1]
4(see Figure 1.b). For the case of the uniform LWA, first discovered by [4], there is a certain
longitudinal stratification that supports a radiative fast wave. This stratification can be seen
as a partialy reflecting structure (PRS) as introduced by Trentini in 1956 [5]. Then this PRS
must be located on top of a ground plane to create a LWA and enhance the directivity of smal
antennas [5–15]. Although some PRSs are built by periodic structures (i.e. metasurfaces),
their period is smal enough (≤λ0/4) to be considered as uniform LWA (they do not use the
Floquet-modes to radiate the energy).
The shape of the radiated fields is primarily determined by the used stratification and
only to a minor degree by the type of source. The physical phenomenon exploited in this
kind of antennas, to achieve high directivity from a point source, is the excitation of one or
more nearly degenerated TE/TM leaky wave modes. These modes propagate in the resonant
region by means of subcritical multiple reflections, while partialy leaking energy in free
space. The amount of energy radiated at each reflection is related to the LW atenuation
constant and can be controled by the PRS transmission coefficient. The maximum directiv-
ity at broadside is achieved at the resonant condition [6]. Under this condition, the couple
of TE/TM leaky wave modes can propagate with the same phase velocity, creating a nearly
uniform phase distribution in the aperture. It has been seen that the generated aperture field
is also very wel polarized, due to a compensation efect between the TE and TM modal tan-
gential field components [16]. Other important characteristic in uniform LWAs is that for a
detuned structure at frequency above the resonant frequency, the far-field radiation patern
exhibits conical shape which eventualy degenerates in a pencil beam at the frequency where
the real part and imaginary part of the complex leaky wave wavenumber are equal. These
properties of the uniform LWAs wil be used in this thesis to design beam shaping phased
aray antennas.
Spectral Analysis of LWA
The transverse propagating modes (surface waves or leaky waves) associated to a certain
geometry are associated to the pole singularities of the associated spectral Green’s func-
tion. Then the spectral Green’s function (SGF)Gem(ky,ky,z,z)=N(kρ)D(kρ)has to be derived,
analyticaly or numericaly, in order to extract the propagation constant of these propagat-
ing modes. The pole singularities,kρ, are directly associated to the transverse propagation
constant of these modes. The SGF depends on the properties of the stratified medium and
it has two main types of singularities, branch points, related to radiation towards an open
medium and poles associated to the modes propagating inside the structure [17]. The spec-
5tral location of the pole singularities defines the type of propagating modes. For free space
open structures, poles with propagation constants larger than k0are associated to trapped
surface waves (slow waves). Instead, poles located in the botom Riemann sheet having a
complex propagation constant withRe(kρ)<k0andIm(kρ)>0 are associated to radiating
leaky waves (fast waves).
When the LWA is a uniform Fabry-Perot like structure, the leaky wave modes are di-
rectly supported by the stratification and not due to a periodicity. For this case, the SGF
can be easily calculated using a transmission line formalism [17]. Finding the zeros of the
denominator of this SGF is typicaly refered as solving the dispersion equation of the LWA.
The methodology to solve the SGF for an n-layered structure is presented in Appendix B.
In the case of periodic LWA, a SGF that includes the efect of the periodic loading is
necessary to find the dispersion properties of the leaky modes. This SGF can be obtained by
integration of the responses of the periodic structure to both types of plane waves, homoge-
neous and inhomogeneous, emanating from a non periodic and elementary source, as it is
detailed in [18]. The constitutive problem is to find the actual curentsj(x,y)orm(x,y)for
the dipole or slot model respectively. These can be derived by imposing an integral equation
(IE) and solving this equation with a Method of Moments (MoM) [19]. The MoM solves the
IE by segmentation of the electric or magnetic curents using smal domain basis functions.
In order to reduce the complexity of the periodic LWA problem, the MoM uses the periodic
boundary conditions, reducing the analysis to a single unit cel [18]. Periodic LWAs can
also be used to localy modulate the LW vector and wil be used in this dissertation to create
near-field LWA.
State of the Art
Because of their low profile, low cost, easiness and compactness of fabrication and the im-
provement in the gain with respect to the elementary radiator, there is an increasing atention
towards LWAs.
Uniform LWAs have been widely used to obtain directive beams [20, 21], these reported
works al have in common that they improve the directivity at broadside of smal and low
directive antennas considering the resonant condition derived in [6]. This type of antennas
are typicaly refered as Leaky Wave Antennas (LWAs) [6–9], Electromagnetic Band-Gap
(EBG) antennas [11], Fabry-Perot Antennas (FPA) [12] and even resonant cavity antennas
[15]. Some publications have also reported the high gain enhancement of uniform LWA us-
ing periodic partialy reflective screens over a ground plane [22], using dielectric superstrate
6layers [23]. Recently, uniform LWAs have gained interest for future Ka-band telecommu-
nication satelites due to their potential to create overlapping radiating areas in focal plane
arays with a single feed per beam [24, 25]. Telecommunication space industry is curently
interested in developing future thinned arays with limited scanning ranges for the Ku-band.
Besides other possible approaches based on sub-arays, there is the interest to investigate
the potential of LWAs for this application, since they would lead to directive aray elements
even if the aray periodicity is large [26]. In [26], it is shown that the efective area of a
four element aray is equivalent to a single radiator under PRS. In that work, a 2x2 phased
aray with inter-element spacing of 2λ0is manufactured. They verify experimentaly that
the bandwidth (BW) is inversely proportional to the gain for several multilayer designs. On
the other hand, in [27] an interesting study of the impact of mutual coupling between neigh-
boring radiators in a focal plane aray is presented. There it is shown that the directivity of
the embedded element patern is reduced by a high level of mutual coupling.
On the other hand, periodic LWAs are advisable to do beam steering because they modify
the phase by changing the frequency thus exhibiting frequency controlable radiation. This
steerable capability is described in [28, 29] together with its enormous interest for many
applications as sensing. There has been also interest in designing LWAs for near-field beam-
shaping. In the near-field the LWAs can be interpreted as holographic antennas [30, 31] with
importance in biomedical sensors, concealed explosive detection, radar tracking, etc. Due
to the tapering of the LW vector over the aperture of the antenna to focus the radiated power
in the near-field, the local periodic LWA can be seen as a quasi-periodic LWA. Archimedean
spirals and concentric rings are the most common geometries for near-field focusing with
quasi-periodic LWAs as seen for the radial line slot antennas (RLSA) introduced by [32].
In the farfield the applications can make use of directive or isoflux radiation paterns
depending on the required application. If we want to cover large angles with a low Earth
orbit (LEO) satelite, an isoflux diagram is more suitable whilst for high Earth orbit (HEO) a
high directive beam is more convenient. Moreover the feasibility of achieving narow-beam
paterns (obtained without needing a feeding network) and pencil beams (at broadside) or
conical beams (at a specified scan angle) increases the range of applications. Curently it is
possible to find interesting applications with reconfigurability properties [33–35], dual band
operation [36, 37], for imaging [38], satelite [39], base stations (LTE, 4G, mobiles) [40],
spatial filters [41], reflector antennas [42, 43] and milimeter wave antennas [44, 45] among
others.
7Thesis Objetives
The main two goals of the present PhD dissertation is to investigate the potential of LWAs
for performing beam forming in the near-field, a recent application of LWAs, as wel as
the potential of LWAs for improving the performances of thinned phased arays. This sec-
ond goal is motivated by requirements of future telecommunication technologies and it has
been supervised by EADS/CASA1, that provided us with the technical requirements of the
project.
Overal of the thesis, the LWAs are rigorously analyzed and optimized by investigating
their physical insights using a spectral Green’s function approach. Moreover al theoretical
designs are validated with commercial ful-wave simulators as wel as with the manufactur-
ing and measurement of prototypes.
For the near-field application, the objective has been the use of periodic LWAs to syn-
thesize a near-field patern focusing at a specific point and with also a predetermined polar-
ization. To this aim, the TM0mode of a paralel plate waveguide (PPW) is modulated in
amplitude and in phase in two dimensions in order to maximize the radiation and focusing
efficiencies. We investigate how the circular or radial polarization impact on the shape of
the focal region in these periodic LWAs. Moreover the frequency response of this kind of
antennas is also analyzed in order to study their suitability for doing frequency steering of
the focus.
For phased aray application, we consider two main scenarios: in the first one we study
solutions for Geostationary Satelite (GEO) where thinned arays are required to oper-
ate with spacing of 2λ0and a relative frequency bandwidth of 1.7% at Ku-band (14.25-
14.5GHz) with a maximum scanning angle of 8.6deg. In the second one we point to LEO
satelites, where dense arays are more suitable with spacing less thanλ0at similar fre-
quency specifications but for a maximum scanning angle of 60deg. In these applications,
uniform LWAs are more appropriate, since they alow the possibility for overlapping areas
between the diferent aray elements.
In this part of the thesis, we first investigate which partialy reflecting surface, (dielectric
superstrate or diferent MTSs) is the most appropriate for these two scenarios. As for aray
applications, it is important to maximize the directivity of the LWA at the largest possible
bandwidth; we also investigate how to keep the mutual coupling levels low in order to reduce
their impact on the embedded patern.
In this PhD dissertation we also perform a rigorous study of frequency behavior of the
1“Diseño de Agrupaciones de Antenas con Filtros Angulares Realizados Mediante Estructuras Periódicas Se-
lectivas en Frecuencia”, EADS CASA ESPACIO (ECE), 2012-2013
8designed antennas and compare them to classical references.
Organization of the Thesis
To present a consistent description of the diferent studies caried out in the framework of
this thesis, we have organized the curent report into two main parts. Part I is dedicated to
the use of LWAs as holographic antennas to synthesize the near-field focused paterns. This
part is composed by the folowing chapters.
Chapter II.1. A novel concept of planar printed-circuit microwave lens, based on the
transformation of a cylindrical surface wave into a modulated leaky wave, is introduced in
this Chapter.
Chapter II.2. Inspired on holographic concepts, the TM0cylindrical leaky wave is
properly tapered across a two-dimensional surface. This chapter describes the general anal-
ysis and synthesis methodology to obtain planar holographic lenses with high radiation and
focusing efficiency.
Chapter II.3. Considering first the circular polarization, this Chapter presents a pro-
posed holographic lens that uses a continuous spiral to focus in the near-field with circular
polarization. The interesting efect of frequency steering of the focal lenght is also demon-
strated in this kind of antennas. This alows the electronical adjustment of the focus position
in a region by simply changing the frequency of the input signal.
Chapter II.4. The last Chapter included in this Part I, reports a technique to improve
the overal spot symmetry and resolution of these near field focusing antennas based on
the use of axialy-polarized focused fields. Moreover we investigate the focus symmetry
to establish a limit in terms of the Fresnel number N. This interesting feature for axialy
against transversaly-polarized focused fields has been previously studied in optics, whereby
selecting a radialy polarized input results in a rotationaly symmetric focused field as shown
in [46].
Part I is dedicated to leaky wave phased aray for telecommunication applications and
it is divided in the folowing chapters.
Chapter III.1. An introduction to the phased aray applications as wel as the necessity
of new antenna designs with improved performances is presented in this Chapter. We also
show the state of art of this kind of technology.
Chapter III.2. Firstly we start considering the design of the LWAs with diferent types
of super-layers, demonstrating that the inductive strip based MTS has an improved gain
with respect to the other super-layers thanks to the intrinsic suppression of the spurious
9TM0leaky mode.
Chapter III.3. This chapter shows how the mutual coupling impacts on the active
impedance and the rol-of of the embedded paterns necessary to achieve the grating lobe
angular filtering in this type of arays.
Chapter III.4. Al the theory of these previous Chapters (II.1-II.3) is then used to
design a thinned LW phased aray in PCB technology for angular filtering using an inductive
strip grid based MTS as PRS. A ful study of the higher performance for the proposed
solution in the frequency band of interest is presented and compared to a classical solution
composed of subarays.
Chapter III.5. This Chapter is targeted to show a preliminary study of how to design
LW isoflux paterns. Several designs using dielectric super-layers to obtain the desired radi-
ated isoflux field are investigated.

Part II





HOLOGRAPHICantennas create an objective radiation diagram from a known referencefield and a holographic scaterer, the response of the later being proportional to the
interference patern between the desired objective function and the conjugated input wave
[47]. This has been extended from optical frequencies [48] to microwaves [47] by means of
holographic surfaces [49, 50]. They are modulated artificial impedance surfaces (also known
as high-impedance surfaces [51] or metasurfaces [52, 53]) able to synthesize the requested
interference functions for their efective surface reactance (or namely the efective refractive
index), by properly engineering its geometrical dimensions. The first artificial impedance
surfaces on thin dielectric substrates were made of conductive pins [54, 55] or holes [54, 56],
but increased interest is being given nowadays to printed-circuit technology due to easier
fabrication and tuning [49]-[53],[57]-[31]. This surface-impedance driven approach to tailor
the behavior of fields has been recently designated as “metasurfing” [52, 53], and it can be
considered a particularization of Metamaterial Engineering and Transformation Optics [58]
volumetric concepts to the scope of guided or surface waves (SW). No mater the used
perspective, the aim of al these theories is to control the local wavevector by properly
engineering the artificial circuits, so that the SW fields can be flexibly tailored.
The design of holographic antennas can be interpreted as a transformation of the SW
propagating in the hosting planar substrate (which acts as reference signal), into a leaky
wave (LW) which radiates to free space at a specified scanning angle [49]-[53],[59]-[31].
Sinusoidaly modulated reactance surfaces (SMRS) have been used as holographic trans-
formers which generate a LW, as described by Oliner and Hessel in 1959 [60]. However, al
the printed holographic antennas reported until date [47],[49]-[53],[59]-[31] are designed to
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focus the radiated energy in the far field. This is mainly due to the fact that simple SMRS
profiles produce uniform (non-tapered) LWs, which present constant pointing angle and thus
radiate in the form of a plane wave focused at infinity at a certain angle.
Microwave lenses were first proposed in 1960sto focus the electromagnetic energy
in the near-field (Fresnel) region [61], and their properties were studied in detail in the
1980s[62]-[63]. The first designs were based on dielectric lenses and metalic reflectors,
which are externaly iluminated by a spatial plane-wave which is focused at the desired
focal point due to the three-dimensional shape of the focusing body (normaly parabolic or
hyperbolic geometries) by virtue of Geometric Optics [64]. Phased arays of horns [65],[66],
patches [67]-[68], and printed dipole antennas [69], have also been proposed in order to
focus the electromagnetic fields in the near-field zone. In these cases, the aray feeding
network is responsible to excite each element of the aray with the requested quadratic-
phase and amplitude ilumination to synthesize the desired focusing patern. Similarly, an
externaly-fed printed reflectaray has been recently proposed to focus in the near-field [70].
In any case, printed-circuit aray configurations [67]-[70] ofer lightweight, compact, low-
profile, cheap solutions when compared to bulky three-dimensional shaped bodies used for
dielectric and metalic microwave lenses.
One step forward in the design of electricaly-large printed-circuit near-field microwave
lenses is the elimination of the complicated feeding network associated to phased arays
with multiple radiating elements [67]-[69], and keeping an integrated feeding mechanism
(in opposition to reflectarays which are externaly fed [70]). In this sense, leaky-wave an-
tennas (LWAs) ofer an integrated and simple mechanism to iluminate large radiating areas
by exciting a leaky mode [71]. Ohtera was the first one to propose the use of a curved
one-dimensional (1D) LWA to obtain focused near-fields [72], and Burghignoli et al. theo-
reticaly demonstrated in [73] that a leaky wave propagating along a 1Drectilinear structure
can be properly modulated (tapered) to focus the radiated fields, avoiding the complicated
bending of the radiator. The first practical designs of rectilinear modulated 1Dleaky-wave
lenses (LWL) were presented in [74] using a dielectric waveguide loaded with a tapered slot.
In [75], a paralel-plate waveguide loaded with an inductive sheet formed by microstrip lines
was controled with FETs in order to electronicaly steer the focal region.
Nevertheless, al the aforementioned LWL designs [75]-[72] are limited to 1Dleaky
lines, which are able to focus only in their longitudinal plane, thus providing 2Dfocus-
ing paterns which are sharp in the longitudinal plane and wide in the transverse direction.
However, 3Dfocusing paterns are requested in most practical applications for medicine
[66], industry [67], and imaging/sensing [76]-[70]. Recently, cylindrical leaky waves have
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been proposed to generate 3Dfocused Bessel beams [77],[78]. However, those results did
not make use of tapered leaky modes because the emphasis was not on near-field focusing
efficiency. This first part of the thesis shows in the folowing chapters, how to design 3D





One of the most difficult steps when using the holographic or metasurfing approach [52, 53]
to design focusing antennas, is to find the relation between the modulated surface impedance
and the radiated fields. This relation is not direct, but it depends on the involved Green’s
functions which relate the reference (input) field, the holographic scaterer, and the out-
put fields [31, 50]. One efficient tool to solve this problem is the Oliner-Hessel method
[60] which alows to obtain the propagation constant of a SW and associated LW which
propagates thorough a sinusoidaly modulated reactance surface (SMRS) with a given mean
reactance, modulation index, and modulation period [31, 49, 50, 79]. The second difficult
step is the implementation of the requested SMRS in a practical technology whose geometry
modulation must be finaly obtained.
These two difficult steps (relation of holographic impedance with radiated LW fields,
and relation of reactance values with modulated geometry), are systematicaly solved with
the synthesis technique applied in this chapter. To this end, we use the desired LW field
aperture distribution as starting point and the dispersion which relates the geometry with
the complex LW wavenumber. This avoids the need of intermediate surface impedances
and the subsequent transformation of impedances into geometry. Also it is important to
highlight that this design technique is not limited to sinusoidaly modulated holographic
surfaces, but it can be applied to arbitrary modulation functions, and thus to synthesize any
complex aperture LW field distribution. This is of key importance to successfuly synthesize
a near-field focused aperture with high focusing efficiency, as demonstrated in this part of
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the thesis.
Aperture Fields and Cylindrical Leaky Waves
Since it is accepted that the principle of holographic synthesis can be directly related to
the existence of LWs [49, 50],[59]-[31], here we propose a direct synthesis of the aperture
fields created by a tapered (modulated) leaky mode. It is assumed that this aperture field
directly depends on the leaky-mode propagation constant of a periodic aray [74]. This is
true for a dominant leaky wave which determines the radiation amplitude and phase of the
closely-spaced slots [80], as wil be demonstrated in next subsection. We start by imposing
a desired complex aperture field (atz=0in Figure I.2.1), which does not take into account
the reactive fields (since they do not contribute to the visible spectrum), and which is then
expressed by amplitude and phase distributions terms,A(ρ,φ),Ψ(ρ,φ):
EAPERTRAD (z=0,ρ,φ)=A(ρ,φ)·e+jΨ(ρ,φ) (I.2.1)
Note that this represents a scalar field. In reality, the field over the aperture has radial
direction because of the TEM wave excitation of the slots, which are orthogonal toρand
much smaler than the wavelength. Therefore no cross-polarized components in the slots
curents are expected. At this point, one only needs to synthesize the amplitude and phase
distribution of this radial field. In Chapter I.3, the actual vectorial behavior of the field wil
be taken into account to calculate the circularly polarized near-fields whilst Chapter I.4
shows the design process to radialy polarized near-fields. In the case of near-field focused
apertures, a rotationaly symmetric quadratic phase distribution of the folowing form [61]
is requested to obtain a focal point at a heightFfrom the planar lens interface (see Figure
I.2.1):
Ψ(ρ)=k0 ρ2+F2 (I.2.2)
wherek0is the free-space wavenumber. On the other hand, the amplitude distribution
determines the aperture taper efficiencyηTAP, which can be computed using standard theory












The aperture distribution wil determine the half-power spot widthΔρfor a given aper-
ture diameterD=2R. Uniform aperture distributions provide maximum aperture effi-
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ciency and thus minimum spot widthΔρfor a given focal ratioF/D, which is given by
Δρ≈λ0F/D[61]. Non uniform apertures wil increase the focal width from this optimum






To synthesize a given complex aperture distribution from a cylindrical LW, the folowing
synthesis expressions can be used to obtain the requested tapering of the LW, phaseβand












whereηRADis the radiation efficiency (the ratio between the input power and the total
radiated power [71]), andR0stands for the radial position of the first radiating section of the
2D leaky lens. As it can be seen in Figure I.2.1 and Figure I.2.2.a, this is a central non-
radiative section needed for matching purposes. Note that eq I.2.6 for the tapering of the
leakage-rate difers from the standard 1D expression [71, 74] because it takes into account
the cylindrical spreading of the TM0surface wave [81]. The tapering of the equivalent leaky
pointing angleθRAD(ρ)(ilustrated in Figure I.2.2.a) can be thus easily determined for a








At this point it is necessary to clarify that each slot does not create a leaky wave with a
given pointing angleθRAD(ρ), as it could be misunderstood from the ray-optics picture in
Figure I.2.2.a. Each portion of the double slit radiates a spherical wave that has a specific
amplitude and phase given by the tapered leaky wave [82]. We assume that thetotalfield
radiated by the interference of theentirenon-uniform aray of modulated slots can be ex-
pressed as asingletapered leaky wave, which exhibits an equivalent far-field pointing angle
distributionθRAD(ρ)as shown in Figure I.2.2.a. It is therefore the interaction between al
adjacent slots which creates this local modulation of the total field. In this sense, the equiv-
alent pointing angle has physical meaning only when a sufficiently large number of slots
contribute to radiation and the observation distance from the slot is sufficiently large (so that
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the spectral representation of the radiated fields by a single modulated leaky-wave is dom-
inant). Since the design of the proposed structure is based on this assumption (dominant
leaky-wave fields), this point needs to be checked later. Nevertheless, it must be noticed that
similar ray-optics perspectives have been recently used for the design of LW antennas which
localy modulate the pointing angle [73, 83, 84], and also to interpret holographic surfaces
[49],[59]-[31].
Fig. I.2.1 Scheme of holographic lens in modulated printed-slot technology.
Only radial dependence exists in eq I.2.2-I.2.7 since at this stage it is assumed a perfect
rotationaly symmetry of the lens layout. As an example, Figure I.2.2.b shows the results
for a radialy-tapered LW in order to synthesize at 10GHz a focused aperture with radius
R=3λ0and focal distanceF=6λ0. In black dashed lines it is represented the requested
complex aperture fieldA(ρ),Ψ(ρ)of eq I.2.1, which is normalized at the lens origin (unit
amplitude and zero phase). In red lines the curves obtained with eq I.2.6-I.2.7 for the
radial modulation of the tapered LW pointing angleθRAD(ρ)and its normalized leakage
rateα(ρ)/k0are shown. The backward LW must change its equivalent far-field scanning
angle fromθRAD=0degat the center toθRAD=−30degat the edges, so that it is obtained
the specified quadratic phase distributionΨ(ρ)for convergence at a heightF=6λ0with
R=3λ0.
Regarding eq I.2.7, low leakage rate conditions (α<<β) have been applied to ex-
tend the wel-known leakage tapering equation of plane (1D) LWs [71, 85] to the case of
cylindrical (2D) tapered LWs [81], folowing the same procedure used in [86] for uniformly
iluminated RLSA. It must be noticed that the center of the lens requires radiation at broad-
side [87] (seeθRAD=0deg)forρ=0 in Figure I.2.2.a. By usingR0equal toλ0/4 a good
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(b) Modulation of LW aperture-field along the radial distanceρ
Fig. I.2.2 Modulation of LW aperture-field along the radial distanceρto design a leaky lens with
R=3λ0,R0=λ0/4,F=6λ0,ηRAD=85%,ηTAP=75% at 10GHz.
matching of the antenna is achieved. Finaly, the radiation efficiencyηRADis normaly kept
below 90% to avoid divergence ofαat the edges (ρ=R+R0) of the tapered aperture [71]. In
the numerical example of Figure I.2.2, we have chosenηRAD=85%, and aperture ampli-
tude functionA(ρ)=cos(πρ/(3.5*R)2which provides quasi-uniform ilumination and high
tapering efficiencyηTAP=75%according to eq I.2.3. Introducing these specifications ofR0,
ηRADandA(ρ)in eq I.2.6, it is shown in Figure I.2.2 that the leakage rate must be expo-
nentialy increased as the LW moves far from the source, reaching a maximum leakage level
α/k0=0.1at the lens edge. Increased requested levels of radiation efficiencyηRADwould
result in too large values ofα/k0for this lens radiusR=3λ0, which might be impracticable
to synthesize.
Figure I.2.3 ilustrates the efect of the amplitude distributionA(ρ)in the tapering of
the leakage rate, and the diferences between the case of a tapered cylindrical (2D) LW
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Fig. I.2.3 Efect of aperture distribution and radiation efficiency in the tapering of the cylindrical
leaky-wave leakage-rate withηRAD=85%.
and a tapered plane (1D) LW. If perfect uniform distribution withηTAP=100%is chosen,
maximumα/k0=0.15is requested when tapering a 1D LW to keep the same amplitude of the
radiated fields at the lens center and at the edge [74]. This value increases toα/k0=0.3for
our case of a cylindrical LW, since the tapered 2D LW must corect not only the amplitude
drop due to radiation leakage, but also the cylindrical spreading of the cylindrical wave
[81, 86], as expressed by eq I.2.6. To obtain practical lower values ofα/k0, a quasi-
uniform function with half amplitude at the edges with respect to the lens center is imposed,
as shown with a dashed line in Figure I.2.3.a. This less demanding distribution results
in permissible maximumα/k0=0.1for the tapered 2D LW, while keeping a good level of
tapering and radiation efficiencies (ηTAP=75%andηRAD=85%).
II.2.1 Design of Radialy-Modulated Slot
Once it has been chosen the requested tapering of the 2D LW in terms of the radial modula-
tion of its efective leaky angleθRAD(ρ)and its normalized leakage rateα/k0(ρ), it is needed
to find an appropriate planar structure able to support and modulate such tapered 2D LW.
The folowing aspects are indispensable to success in our objective: 1). the structure must
be planar and support a cylindricalbackwardLW which is easily fed from a simple central
point source. 2). The structure must be able to flexibly and simultaneously control the LW
pointing angle and the leakage rate along the radial direction with azimuthal symmetry. 3)
Moreover, it would be desirable that the structure could be fabricated and modulated using
standard printed-circuit techniques. The aforementioned demands are satisfied by using a
dielectric-filed paralel-plate waveguide loaded with printed, circular, periodic double slits
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placed atλSW/4, as shown in Figure I.2.1. This type of structure can be analyzed, for sim-
plicity, as a PPW loaded with slots infinitely extended in one dimension as demonstrated in
[88, 89]. Due to the periodicityPalong the local radial direction, the Floquet theorem gives
the space-harmonics (SH) wavenumbers as:
kρ(ρ)=βn(ρ)−jα(ρ) (I.2.8)
βn(ρ)=β0(ρ)−n2πP(ρ) (I.2.9)
wherenis the SH index andβ0is the Bloch wavenumber, which in our case is the
one of the TM0SW of the dielectric-filed sloted paralel-plate waveguide. In the absence
of printed slots, the PPW supports a TEM mode with a dispersion-less normalized phase
constantβSW/k0=√εr. This TEM mode is perturbed due to the addition of a pair of
transverse slots of widthW, separated at a distanced, and repeated with a periodP,as
sketched in the inset of Figure I.2.4, transforming into a TM0SW and the coresponding
set of SH. Depending on the value of this unit-cel periodP,then=-1SH might fal in the











Fig. I.2.4 Frequency dispersion of Bloch wave and n=-1 SH in the double slit grounded dielectric
slab.
As an example, the aforementioned unit cel withh=3.175mm,εr=2.2,d=5mm,
P=20mm,W=1mmis analyzed using a home-made MoM code [88]. Figure I.2.4 shows
the frequency dispersion of theSWBlochwave(n=0, with√εr=1.48) and associated
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n=−1SHfrom 5GHzto 15GHz. With the described dimensions, the studied periodic
structure supports aTM0BlochSWwhich is bounded to the dielectric (βSW/k0≈√εr>1),
while itsn=−1SHis a fast backwardLWwithβ−1/k0=−0.25<1at10GHz, and leakage







The key aspect of the design is that the periodic printed-circuit must be able to simul-
taneously modulate the LW pointing direction and leakage rate along its radial direction
[74, 85, 91]. For this purpose, two independent geometric variables are requested: in our
case these are the periodPand the slot widthW. From eq I.2.11, it is straightforward to
see that varyingPone can control the pointing angle of the resulting LW: smaler values of
Pprovide more negative pointing angles (ultimately entering the invisible spectrum with no
radiation forP<λSW/2), and asPis increased toλSW,θRADtends to broadside. On the
other hand, the slot widthWwil predominantly modify the leakage rate, providing higher
leakage for wider slots. Also, the slot width slightly afects the SW phase constantβSW/k0
in eq I.2.11. Therefore, the simultaneous efect ofWandPmust be considered when
calculating the solution of the dispersion equation, as shown in Figure I.2.4.
Using the tapering design technique proposed in [74, 85], we can simultaneously vary
PandWat the fixed design frequency of 10GHz, obtaining the two-dimensional isolevel
curves forθRADandα/k0in the (W,P) plane represented in Figure I.2.5. As shown,θRAD
can be scanned from -45deg to -1deg asPis varied from15mmto23mm, whileα/k0can
be swept from nul radiation whenW=0mmto maximumα/k0=0.15asWis increased up
to3.5mm. These geometry-dispersion results are used as a look-up table which alows to
find the dimensionsPandWthat provide the requested tapering ofθRADandα/k0for each
radial positionρ.
The result of this search-and-find process is ploted in Figure I.2.5 with a blue line,
obtaining the simultaneous modulation ofPandWas a function ofρrepresented in Figure
I.2.6. As it can be seen, the periodPmust be decreased as we move from the center towards
the edge of the lens, fromP=21.5mmtoP=18.5mm. This result is coherent with the fact
that more negative angles are needed at the edges of the leaky lens. On the other side, the
slots widthWmust be increased fromW=0.25mmtoW=2.25mm, since higher leakage rates
(up toα/k0=0.1withθRAD=-30deg, according to Figure I.2.2.b) are needed far from the
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Fig. I.2.5 Two-dimensional dispersion chart at 10GHzshowing constantθRADand constantα/k0
contour curves as the slots widthWand periodPare simultaneously varied (the rest of dimensions are









Fig. I.2.6 Radial modulation and sampling of printed-slots widthWand periodPas a function of
azimuthal coordinateφto design the aperture of Figure I.2.2.
feeding point to synthesize the requested quasi-uniform focusing aperture.
The presented methodology is based on the calculation of the ful dispersion matrix as
a function ofPandW. This is the only computational cost in the design process and it is
independent of the antenna diameter and aperture field that we would like to synthesize.
Even if the presented design has a relatively smal aperture diameter, constrained by the
maximum possible fabrication size in our university facilities, we wil see in the folowing
sections that this methodology leads to a very satisfactory near-field antenna design.
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Analysis of the Polarization of the Focusing Patern
The obtained continuous functionsP(ρ)andW(ρ)must be sampled to obtain the radial
position and the slot width of each unit cel, for each azimuthal angleφ, as ilustrated in
Figure I.2.6. Forφ=0deg, the first valuesW1andP1are obtained atρ1=R0, which is the
location of the first radiating unit-cel (see Figs.I.2.1 and I.2.2). Then, using this value
ofP1we can sample the second values ofW2andP2, which are obtained atρ2=ρ1+P1.
By repeating this iterative procedure, the dimensions of the five unit cels that comprise the
tapered slots for this azimuthal coordinateφ=0degare obtained, as represented in Figure
I.2.6 with black circles. For other azimuthal anglesφ, the position of the first slotρ1(φ)is
obtained by imposing linear phase-shifting of the radiated leaky fields (or nul phase-shifting
to radialy polarization (RP), so that circular polarization (CP) at the focus is created as
described in [30, 31] (as wel named transverse polarization). Then, the same steps are
folowed to obtain the slots radial positionsρn(φ), widthsWn(φ), and the distance to the
next unit celPn(φ),for any azimuthal angle. This iterative procedure is described by the










Figure I.2.6 ilustrates the sampling of the continuous modulation curvesP(ρ)andW(ρ)
for the azimuthal anglesφ=0deg,90deg,180deg,270deg, which are respectively represented
with circles, squares, diamonds and triangles. Notice that according to eq I.2.12 there is a
spatial shift equal toΔρ=λSW/4between the position of slots separated an angleΔφ=90deg
in the azimuthal coordinate for circular polarization. As a result, an Archimedean-spiral-
shaped double-slot printed-circuit with modulated width and period as a function of the
polar coordinates:W(φ,ρ)andP(φ,ρ),is obtained. This layout is sketched in Figure I.2.1.
Similar Archimedean spiral shapes were reported in the design of CP holographic antennas
[30, 31] and RLSA [92]-[93] for far-field radiation. On the other hand, if we do not use
a spatial shift (Δρ=0) a concentric ring geometry wil be obtained and the sampling in
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Figure I.2.6 wil only take into account the black circles.
The use of a continuous double slot separated atλSW/4is proposed here. This geometry
reduces reflections and therefore the excitation of higher azimuthal modes. These modes
wil have afected the quality of the synthesized fields reducing the applicability of this
methodology.
II.2.2 Analysis of Focused Fields
Once the modulated printed-slot has been designed, the fields can be efficiently analyzed.
The folowing analytical expressions alow the computation of the complex continuous aper-
ture distribution created by a cylindrical LW with a given radialy-tapered longitudinal com-
plex propagation wavenumberkρ(ρ)as given by eq I.2.8. Besides, the phase shift intro-
duced by the first radiating position as a function of the azimuthal coordinate inρ1(φ)eq








It must be noticed that at this stage, the continuous-aperture field obtained with eq I.2.19
is identical to the reference aperture field from eq I.2.1 with the exception that the azimuthal
dependence of the phase and vectorial behavior have been introduced in eq I.2.19. The
actual aperture field created by the discrete slots can be retrieved by radialy sampling (eq
I.2.19), to obtain the equivalent magnetic curents at the discrete slots:
−→EAP,SAMPLELW (ρn,φ)= −→EAPLW(ρ,φ) ρ=ρn(φ) (I.2.20)
Once the methodology to design a near-field focusing leaky wave antenna in printed
technology is established, an example of design is presented in the next Chapter.

Chapter II.3
Circularly Polarized Slot LWA
In this chapter we apply holographic concepts to design a leaky-wave lens, which focuses
the radiated fields in the Fresnel region with circular polarization. For this purpose, the
complex LW wavevector must be localy modulated across the radiating aperture, creating
a non uniform LW which converges with optimum aperture taper and focusing efficiencies
at the desired focal distance, as theoreticaly demonstrated in [73, 74].
Introduction
Near-field focusing by LWs has been recently proposed in [77]-[90] with application to
generation of Bessel beams. However, in this application the LW was not modulated to
obtain optimum focusing. Convergence of SW propagating in planar substrates has been
reported for the design of planar Luneberg lenses [52]-[94], which focus the electromag-
netic fields inside the hosting medium by properly modulating the efective refractive index.
However here it is shown that cylindrical LWs [81] can also be tailored to synthesize three-
dimensional focused near-field regions in free-space. We also report ful-wave simulations
of the designed holographic lens obtained with commercial software [95], validating the
proposed synthesis and analysis technique. As explained in Chapter I.2, it is necessary to
confirm our initial assumption of a single dominant tapered leaky mode which can efficiently
represent the radiated fields of this structure.
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II.3.1 Optimized Design
Figure I.3.1 represents the magnitude of the aperture fields for the designed tapered cylin-
drical LW, by using the continuous and the discrete aperture expressions. The designed
quasi-uniform amplitude tapering of the aperture fields can be observed, with a decay to
half amplitude at the lens edge with radiusR=3λ0, and with a central region of radius
R0=λ0/4which is not iluminated. Also, the Archimedean double-slot shape becomes evi-
dent in Figure I.3.1.b for the discrete aperture field which is sampled over the slots. Then,
using the Green’s function in free space for magnetic curents, being−→m(ρ,φ)=−z, one
can compute the near-fields radiated by the complex aperture distribution induced by the
tapered cylindrical LW.
Fig. I.3.1 Amplitude of aperture fields for the tapered cylindrical LW antenna designed in Figure
I.2.2. (a). Continuous aperture fields (b). Discrete aperture fields over slots. The intensity of the field
is linearly normalized andλ0=30mm at 10GHz.
Figure I.3.2 ilustrates the components of the electric near-field in the zy plane (φ=
90deg), predicted by the proposed cylindrical tapered LW aperture theory. Transverse field
components (ExandEy) with focused region located aroundy=0,z=6λ0are obtained. The
typical elipsoidal shape focal region, with a focal width in the transverse y-direction which
is narower than the focal depth in the axialz-direction [61, 74] is observed. On the other
hand, the verticalEzcomponent vanishes at the lens axial direction, and two symmetrical
focused regions with lower intensity than the transverse components appear.
The computed near-fields along the z-axis are ploted in Figure I.3.3, showing the dif-
ferences between the use of continuous (eq I.2.19) or discrete (eq I.2.20) aperture fields in
the axial cut. As it can be seen, both techniques provide similar results due to two reasons:
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Fig. I.3.2 Theoretical near-fields in thezyplane (φ=90deg). The intensity of the field is linearly
normalized andλ0=30mm.
1-The modulated leaky mode is dominant and provides the actual amplitudes and phases
for the radiation of each slot of the non-uniform aray [82].
2-The slots are in close proximity (in the order of0.6λ0, as shown in the values ofP
around20mmobtained from Figure I.2.6), satisfying the Schelkunof sampling criterion
[80].
As a result, the reference continuous aperture field from eq I.2.1 used to obtain the ta-
pered leaky-wave functions of eq I.2.5-I.2.7, is a good approximation to the actual aperture
field on the discrete slots, validating the initial assumption of a dominant modulated leaky
field. The main efect of the discretization is the decrease in the forelobe level from -10 to
-20 dB. Nevertheless, the position and shape of the focal region are almost unafected by
the discretization of the slots. In any case, noz-component theoreticaly exists at the focal
axis, whilexandycomponents are amplitude-balanced (Figure I.3.3.a) and phase shifted
90deg(Figure I.3.3.b) due to the designed Archimedean-spiral topology. The tapered LW
aperture theory predicts a 3dB focal depthΔz=5λ0with a maximum intensity point at
I=4.5λ0, which is closer to the aperture than the designed geometrical focusF=6λ0due
to the wel-known focal shift phenomenon [61].
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Fig. I.3.3 Theoretical (a). amplitude and (b). phase near-field paterns along the axial cut (z-axis) of
the designed holographic lens.
The fields in the transversexyplane at a heightz=I=4.5λ0, are ploted in Figure I.3.4
in logarithmic scale. The right-handed circularly polarized (RHCP) near-fields are obtained
as:
ERHCP=Ex−jEy√2 (I.3.1)
As it can be seen in Figure I.3.4, the focusing patern is almost symmetrical with respect
to the azimuthal coordinate. Pure RHCP fields are obtained at the focal axis (x=y=0),
with nulEzand LHCP fields which increase out from the lens center and reach a maximum
at a radial distance of one wavelength surounding the focal center.
Transverse cuts in the principal planes (x-axisφ=0deg, and y-axisφ=90degfor
z=I=4.5λ0) are represented in Figure I.3.5. The theoretical RHCP focus presents similar
3dB focal widths in both planes,Δx=Δy=λ0. According to eq I.2.4, and considering the
focusing distance 4.5λ0, this focal width coresponds to a focusing efficiency ofηFOC=75%.
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Fig. I.3.4 Theoretical near-fields in thexyplane atz=I=4.5λ0. The intensity of the field is in
decibels andλ0=30mm.
This result theoreticaly demonstrates the success to obtain high aperture taper efficiency
ηTAP=75% in the designed lens.
The RHCP sidelobe level is below -10dB, and LHCP fields increase up to 8dB below
the main RHCP beam. This high cross-polarization is inherent to the way the circularly
polarized fields are obtained with the progressive phase-shift created by the variation of the
initial radius. This makes that thexandycomponents of the aperture fields do not have a
phase shift of 90degover the whole radial distance, as it can be seen in Figure I.3.5.c for
thex-axis (similar results are obtained in they-axis). Particularly, it can be observed at the
aforementioned distance of one wavelength from the center, a change in the phase diference
from -90degto almost 90deg, maximizing the generation of LHCP fields. Compared to the
annular slot antenna [96] or the RLSA [92]-[93], our design does not alow the arbitrary
control of the polarization because of the use of a continuous slit instead of several discrete
perpendicular slots, and as a result the circular polarization is rigorously obtained only on
the antenna axis. Similarly in Figure I.3.5.a and I.3.5.b, the axialz-component vanishes at
x=y=0, but presents a level of -8dB at this radial distance of one wavelength surounding
the focal center, as it was also ilustrated in Figure I.3.2 and Figure I.3.4.
The efect of the discretization observed in Figure I.3.5 is an increase in the sidelobe
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phase diference between Ex and Ey
c)
Fig. I.3.5 Theoretical near-field paterns along the principal transverse cuts forz=I=4.5λ0. Ampli-
tude in (a).x-axis (b).y-axis, (c). phase inx-axis.
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level for al the components. Also, it can be seen that the loss of azimuthal symmetry is more
evident for the case of the discrete aperture, observing higher discrepancies between thex-
and they-cuts, as a result of the unevenness of the sampled spiral slot circuit. Neverthe-
less, as commented for the axial cut results in Figure I.3.3, there is a tight corespondence
between the reference continuous-aperture fields and the actual discrete-aperture fields.
Validation with Ful-Wave Commercial Solver
The 3D CAD model of the designed lens shown in Figure I.2.1 has been simulated using
commercial CST solver [95]. The near-field paterns obtained from CST are compared with
the theoretical results for tapered cylindrical LWs using the discrete aperture expressions.
Figure I.3.6.a shows the amplitude of the electric field components in the axial cut. The
axial component obtained from CST is below -20dB, while the balanced transverse compo-
nents folow the theoreticaly predicted axial focusing patern. This confirms the synthesis
of the focal region at the designed focal distance and with the expected depth of focus.
Also, the theoretical quadrature phase shift along the axial direction is validated with CST
results, as ploted in Figure I.3.6.b. The transverse cuts obtained from CST are also in good
agreement with theoretical results, for al field components (RHCP, LHCP and axialEz)as
shown in Figure I.3.7. The RHCP focal widths predicted by CST are consistent with theory,
thus confirming the high synthesized focusing efficiency over 70%. On the other hand, the
radiation efficiency given by CST is 82%.
Minor discrepancies are observed for the sidelobes and cross-polarization level, and
stronger asymmetry between both principal planes is predicted by CST. This is probably
due to the limitations on the proposed leaky-wave analysis method which: 1). Considers
a periodic 1D geometry to calculate the local leaky-wave propagation constant (in order to
minimize this possible efect a smooth variation of the period is imposed in the synthesis
method). 2). Does not include reflections at the end of the spiral (these are assumed to be
smal as a consequence of the high radiation efficiency). 3). Ignores possible space-wave
contributions on the slot curents. Nevertheless, the agreement between ful-wave results
and the tapered cylindrical LW theory is sufficient to validate the developed analysis and
synthesis methodology (which is based on the assumption of a dominant modulated leaky-
wave field), and to theoreticaly confirm the proposed new idea to design planar microwave
lenses.
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Fig. I.3.6 Validation of axial near-field focusing paterns comparing CST simulations of the designed
holographic lens and tapered LW aperture theory.




































Fig. I.3.7 Validation of transverse near-field focusing paterns comparing CST simulations of the
designed holographic lens and tapered LW aperture theory.
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Description of Frequency Steering of Focal Length
This subsection reports experimental results which demonstrate the possibility to synthesize
focused near-fields from a planar printed circuit which is fed with a simple coaxial probe. A
prototype operating at 10GHzhas been manufactured and tested. As predicted by the theory
described before in this chapter, high 75% focusing efficiency of circularly polarized fields is
obtained as a result of the proper modulation of the dimensions of the Archimedean-shaped
printed slot. The designed coaxial feeding provides good matching (below−10dB)inthe
entire frequency band. Finaly, the scanning of the focal length as a function of the frequency
is described in next section, showing measured results and accurate theoretical explanation
based on the frequency dispersion of the tapered leaky mode. This phenomenon is general
for this type of 2D leaky-wave lenses, and might find many applications in imaging, sensing
and heating.
Fig. I.3.8 Photograph of fabricated holographic leaky-wave lens (LWL) in printed-slot technology.
II.3.2 Prototype and Experimental Results
Figure I.3.8 shows a picture of the fabricated prototype. The modulated dimensions (posi-
tionPand widthW) of the printed slots were designed in the previous Chapter (see Figures
I.2.5 and I.2.6) and further details can be seen in Appendix A. Rogers Duroid 5880 sub-
strate with thicknessh=3.175mm,εr=2.2, andtanδ=0.002, and with a total size of
20cmx20cm(6.67λ0x6.67λ0at 10GHz) has been used.
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Fig. I.3.9 (a). Feeding coaxial probe, ilustrating the main dimensions and (b). comparison between
simulated and experimental input matching of the fabricated holographic leaky-wave lens.
Design of Integrated Coaxial Feeding
A key feature of the novel planar lens is that it afords a simple single-source integrated in the
supporting substrate, in opposition to more complicated feeding networks used in phased-
aray printed lenses [67]-[69], or external spherical-wave feeders needed in reflectarays
[70]. The scheme of the vertical coaxial feeding, depicted in the inset of Figure I.3.9
together with its main dimensions, is typical of radial-line slot antennas (RLSA) [92]-[32],
commonly used to create low-cost large directive antennas. This circuit is located at the
lens center, and a SMA connector at the botom ground plane provides the interface to RF
cables as shown in the pictures of Figure I.3.9. The probe penetrationAhas been tuned
to optimize the input matching, obtainingS11<−10dBin 9GHz−11GHzbandwidth as
shown by CST simulations and measurements in Figure I.3.9. The discrepancies are due to
tolerances and erors in the adjustment of the aforementioned probe depthA.
A near-field measurement set-up has been prepared using foam substrate to support a
field probe as shown in Figure I.3.10. The orientation of this probe is varied to measure
the diferent components of the electric field along the main axes of the lens. Several probe
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Fig. I.3.10 Designed experimental setup.
dimensions have been studied in order to minimize its impact on the measured field. It
has been found out that the most critical parameter is the length of the probe which has
to be minimized. The optimized probe length is 6mmand the coaxial diameter 5mm, both
smal in terms of the wavelength. Therefore a smal perturbation of the antenna near-field
is expected. The scanning range is around 7λ0=21cmin both axial and transverse planes.
The scanning step, 5mm, is chosen to be similar to the probe length.





























Fig. I.3.11 Comparison between simulated and measured near-field focusing paterns of the fabricated
holographic leaky-wave lens at 10GHz (a). axial cut along z-axis (x=y=0) (b). transverse cut along
x-axis (z=139mm).
Figure I.3.11 compares the measured and simulatedx-andy-near-fields at the design
frequency of 10GHz. The axial cut is represented in Figure I.3.11.a, showing that the mea-
sured focal depth and position of the focus perfectly match the theoretical results, and that
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both components are wel balanced. The transverse cut in thex-axis (φ=0deg)atthefo-
cal heightz=139mm(4.63λ0) is ploted in Figure I.3.11.b. Very good agreement between
measured and theoretical near-fields is shown for the focal widths and sidelobe levels. Thus,
these results experimentaly confirm the high focusing efficiency of the designed prototype.
Note that it is not possible to measure the relative phase diference between diferent field
components necessary to plot the fields in circular polarization, due to the fact that we need
to manualy rotate the probe.
II.3.3 Frequency Steering of the Focus
Leaky-wave antennas are known to be strongly frequency dispersive: this behavior has been
classicaly used in 1Dleaky lines to scan a fan beam in the far-field [97]. Recently, it was
theoreticaly demonstrated in [74] that a 1Dleaky lens has the equivalent property in the
near-field, resulting in the shifting of the position of the focus as the frequency is varied.
However, the case of 1Dleaky-line sources is quite diferent to the scenario studied here of
2Dleaky apertures. 2Dleaky-wave antennas are normaly operated at the frequency which
satisfies the spliting-condition to radiate a pencil beam at broadside [97]-[31]. For lower
frequencies the gain at broadside drops as a consequence of the cutof regime of the leaky
wave, while for higher frequencies the pencil beam transforms into a conical beam [97],[14].
In this section we study the behavior with frequency for a focused 2Dleaky aperture, show-
ing that the focal length can be steered up to a limit as the frequency of the signal is shifted.
Theoretical results based on the dispersion of the modulated cylindrical leaky-wave accu-
rately predict the performance of the holographic lens with frequency, which is validated
with experiments.
Frequency Response of Focused Cylindrical Leaky Wave
In [98], it was demonstrated that a single modulated leaky wave can be used to represent
the field radiated by the holographic lens antenna. Therefore, by studying the variation
of the cylindrical leaky-wave complex wavenumber along the lens radial distance versus
frequency, we can characterize the frequency steering of the focal length. The designed
modulated dimensions of the printed-slotW(ρ),P(ρ)are used as fixed parameters in a
modal solver [88], which provides the phase and atenuation terms of the leaky wave as a
function of frequency, and for each radial position of the slot unit-cel:
kρ(ρ,f)=β(ρ,f)−jα(ρ,f) (I.3.2)
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Particularly, the modulated leakage angleθRAD, has a strong dependence with the mod-






The termc0/(fP(ρ))in eq I.3.3 (wherec0is the speed of light in vacuum) describes a
variation in the resulting scanning angle from backward-endfire to broadside as frequency is
increased, as it customarily happens in frequency-scanning antennas [97]. This can be seen
in Figure I.3.12 , where the dispersion of the modulated cylindrical leaky wave as a function
of the radial distance of the designed lens is represented for five diferent frequencies in
the 9−11GHzband. At the design frequency of 10GHz, it is shown in Figure I.3.12.a
thatθRAD(ρ)folows the specified variation fromθRAD=−5degatρ=R0=7.5mmto
θRAD=−30degat the lens edge positionρ=97.5mm. For lower frequencies, the modulated
θRAD(ρ)is shifted to more negative values, reaching a variation from−15degto−50degat
9GHz. On the contrary, higher frequencies tilt the local scanning angles towards broadside,
as can be seen at 11GHzwith a variation ofθRADfrom 0degto−15deg. Actualy, the central
region of the lens is in the stopband regime at this frequency of 11GHz, and therefore this
central zone does not contribute to radiation. This stopband regime is characterized by nul
values ofθRADand a sudden rise inα/k0[97],[87], as it can be observed in Figure I.3.12
at 11GHzin the section contained betweenρ=0mmandρ=40mm.
Nevertheless, the dispersion with frequency sufered by the localy-modulated radiat-
ing angle is shown in Figure I.3.12.a, translates in a displacement of the focal length as
qualitatively ilustrated in Figure I.3.13. For higher frequencies the emerging rays tend to
broadside, thus converging at a higher distance. Besides, it is expected that the focal depth
noticeably increases for higher frequencies as a result of the increased focal height [61]-[63],
as also ilustrated in Figure I.3.13 .
To accurately compute the near-fields created by the designed lens at any frequency, one
can modify the analysis theory presented in [98], obtaining the folowing complex aperture
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Fig. I.3.12 Dispersion with frequency of the tapered cylindrical leaky wave along the radial distance of
the designed holographic lens. (a). pointing angle and (b). leakage rate as a function of the frequency.























Where the termAdescribes the amplitude modulation of the aperture (due to the taper-
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ing of the leaky-phase constant),Ψstands for the phase modulation due to the tapering of
the leakage rate, and the termΦdescribes the azimuthal phase-shift variation created by
the spiral shape. As an example, Figure I.3.14 shows the variation with frequency of the
amplitude and phase termsAandΨforφ=0deg(x-axis), when introducing in eq(I.3.5)
and eq(I.3.6) the tapered leaky-mode dispersion behavior shown in Figure I.3.12 for the
five studied frequencies.
Already by looking to the frequency variation of these terms, one can study the im-
pact of the frequency on the near-fields. This theory is particularly suited to analyze large
antennas as a function of the frequencies, where direct ful-wave simulations become pro-
hibitive. As shown in Figure I.3.14.a, the aperture phaseΨhas a quadratic-type parabolic
response whose eccentricity decreases for higher frequencies (which wil result in a higher
focal point). The amplitude of the aperture fields in Figure I.3.14.b also changes as fre-
quency is varied, observing at higher frequencies the non-iluminated central region due to
the aforementioned stopband.


























Fig. I.3.14 Dispersion with frequency of the aperture fields along the radial distance forφ=0deg,in
the designed holographic lens.
The theoretical near-fields created by the focused aperture at any frequency can be com-
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puted using a Green’s function formalism. Figure I.3.15 shows the intensity of the fields at
thezyplane, and for four diferent frequencies. The focused region shifts to higher heights
as frequency moves from 9GHzto 11GHz, and it is also observed an evident enlargement
of the 3dBfocal depth in thez-axis. On the other hand, the 3dBfocal width along the
y-axis does not change as intensely as frequency is varied. For 12GHz, the focusing pat-
tern strongly varies, and the focal region is no more located at the lens vertical z-axis. The
single focus located aty=0 splits into several hot spots. This phenomenon is similar to
the spliting condition in 2Dleaky-wave antennas focused at the far-field regime, whose
single-beam focused at broadside splits into a scanned conical beam for higher frequencies
[97]-[87]. Similarly, for the case of 2Dleaky-wave lenses focused in the near-field zone, it
is obtained a spliting from a single focus to a conical (toroidal) focus.
Fig. I.3.15 Theoretical near-field intensity at zy-plane as a function of frequency.
This behavior with frequency is also evident in Figure I.3.16 , which represents the field
cuts in the transversexyplane for each studied frequency, and for the resultant focal height
(z=84mmat 9GHz,z=139mmat 10GHz,andz=240mmat 11GHz). A single focal
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region with maximum energy concentrated above the lens center(x=y=0)is obtained
for the scanning band comprised between 9 and 11GHz. At 12GHz, however, it is clearly
observed the spliting of the focus into two focused zones approximately located atx=0
andy=±50mm. This spliting condition above 11GHz limits the upper operation frequency
of the scanning lens. On the other hand, the lower frequency band is determined by the
radiation cutof of the TM0leaky-wave, which in our case is below 9GHz.
Fig. I.3.16 Theoretical near-field intensity at xy-plane as a function of frequency and for the core-
sponding focal heights.
The results shown in Figure I.3.15 and Figure I.3.16 corespond to the RHCP compo-
nent. The response of the cross-polarization LHCP component as frequency is varied in the
steering bandwidth (9-11GHz) is also shown in Figure I.3.17.a for the transverse x-cut, and
for the coresponding focal heights (results are similar for the y-cut).
As it can be seen, pure RHCP focused near-fields are obtained at the lens axis (x=y=0)
in the entire scanning bandwidth, with increased RHCP and LHCP sidelobes as the focal
height is frequency steered. Also, it is shown an increase of the focal width as the focal
length is enlarged. The level of the LHCP is relatively high due to the limited control of the
polarization in the presented lens antenna. A design based on resonant perpendicular slots
such as the ones used in RSLA antennas [92]-[32] would have led to a beter control of this
polarization. This increase in the LHCP can be atributed to the spatial distortion sufered
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Fig. I.3.17 Intensity of the theoretical near-field alongx-axis for the coresponding focal heights as a
function of the frequency. (a). amplitude and (b). phase paterns.
by the phase patern, which is shown in Figure I.3.17.b.
Experimental Validation of Frequency Dispersion
The near-fields were measured along thez-axis fromz=5mmtoz=213mmfor five fre-
quencies in the 9.2−11GHzband. The measuredExcomponent is compared with the field
obtained from the theoretical dispersion of the leaky wave (LW), showing very good agree-
ment as it can be seen in Figure I.3.18. As predicted by theory, the focal length and the
focal depth augment as frequency is increased. The amplitude ofEycomponent presents
similar response with frequency, and it is not shown for brevity. As expected, balanced
amplitude of the transverse fields and negligibleEzcomponent was obtained for al this
scanning frequency range.
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Fig. I.3.18 Frequency dispersion ofExfield intensity at the axial cut.
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Fig. I.3.19 Frequency dispersion of field intensity alongx-axis forz=139mm.
TheExandEyfields in the transversex-axis (φ=0deg) at a fixed height,z=139mm,are
shown in Figure I.3.19.a and Figure I.3.19.b at 9.5GHz and 10.5GHz, respectively. The
agreement with the measurements is in within the possible inaccuracies introduced by the
measurement setup when displacing manualy the probe. The experiments are consistent
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with theory, thus validating the approach to obtain the frequency dispersion of the fields
also in the transverse directions. Figure I.3.19.c compares the theoretical distortion of the
transverse focusing patern at a fixed height as frequency is varied, observing that the highest
focusing efect (minimum focal width forEy) is obtained at 10GHz, which coresponds to
the frequency for which the focal distance is located at the observation heightz=139mm.
Similar validation for the fields in the transverse y-axis (φ=90deg) was obtained, but it is
not shown due to space restriction.
Figure I.3.20.a shows the variation of the focal length, width and depth, as frequency is
shifted between 9GHz and 11GHz. CST results are compared with theoretical results based
on the leaky wave theory, and also experimental data are ploted with circles, observing good
agreement. Figure I.3.20.a also summarizes the performance of the novel holographic lens
as a frequency-steering device with 20% bandwidth.
The focal length can be scanned fromz=84mmat 9GHz toz=240mmat 11GHz,
observing increased steering sensitivity (mm/GHz) for higher frequencies. The focal depth
has a coresponding growth fromΔz=85mmat 9GHz toΔz=300mmat 11GHz, while the
focal widthΔxchanges fromΔx=22mmat 9GHz toΔx=41mmat 11GHz. Above 11GHz,
the focus splits into two lateral focused regions, as it was described before, and the lens
loses the capacity to generate a single focused zone at the vertical axis.
Finaly, Figure I.3.20.b shows the variation with frequency of the focusing efficiency
and the radiation efficiency. The focusing efficiency has been computed from the focal width
for each principal transverse plane (ηxFOC,ηyFOC) as described in [98]. The theoretical radi-
ation efficiencyηRADhas been calculated directly from the leaky-wave leakage distribution







A good agreement is observed in these curves of Figure (I.3.20), showing the pertinence
of the leaky wave theory to design holographic antennas.
This chapter has shown that the holographic concept can be implemented using the
LWAs. Particularly a continuous double slot Archimedean spiral has been successfuly de-
signed and measured showing a good agreement wit the predicted theory. The method de-
scribed in Chapter I.2 has been used here to focus in the near-field with circular polarization
and can be extended to other polarization as it wil be shown in the next Chapter.
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Fig. I.3.20 (a). Variation of focal length, depth and width with frequency and (b). variation of focusing
and radiation efficiencies with frequency.

Chapter II.4
Radialy Polarized Slot LWA
Microwave three dimensional near-field focusing with radial polarization using a holo-
graphic annular-slot antenna is demonstrated in this Chapter. This radial polarization can
generate axialy-polarized focused fields in the near-field regime, which complements the
more conventional synthesis of transversaly-polarized near-field focusing paterns. More-
over, it is shown that more symmetrical focal region is obtained thanks to the radial polar-
ization for similar Fresnel numberNand operation frequency.
Introduction
As it has already been mentioned, 3D near-field microwave focusing is an interesting tech-
nique for microwave imaging, sensing and heating [99]. In these applications, the spatial
resolution is determined by the spot size in both transverse and axial dimensions (see Figure
I.4.1). Several microwave phased-aray antennas have been proposed [66, 67, 76, 100] to
synthesize near-field focused paterns with reduced spot width and depth. Al these focused
apertures present a 3dBfocal depthΔzwhich is notably higher than the focal widthΔρ
(Δz>2Δρ, [61, 66, 67, 76, 98, 100]) due to the electricaly-smal dimensions involved in
the microwave regime if compared to optical devices. As a result, the focused spot is not
symmetrical which may be a problem in some applications.
In [101] the strong dependence of the 3Dintensity distribution near the focus with the
Fresnel numberNand the displacement of the focus (i.e. focal shift) towards the aperture
for low Fresnel Number is studied. In the microwave range most of the 3D-focusing planar
antennas use transverse polarization [66, 67, 76, 100] (paralel to the aperture, see Figure
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Fig. I.4.1 Near-field focused aperture with (a). transverse and (b). radial polarization.
I.4.1a). Recently the use of planar slot based antennas for axialy-polarized near-fields has
been proposed [102]-[103]. In [103] a planar RSLA was used to synthesize these fields with
a ful-wave MoM based approach. The focus was the study of theEzcomponent only. In this
Chapter, we compare the properties of microwave planar antennas focalizing in near-field
with axial and transverse polarizations for diferent Fresnel numbers and focal heightsZm
in terms of focal width and depth considering al the components of the field. The theory
is then validated with the experimental verification of an annular-slot leaky-wave antenna.
This antenna consists of concentric ring slots fed by a coaxial cable and is designed based
on the methodology presented in the previous chapters.
II.4.1 Near-field focusing with radial and transverse polar-
izations
In the microwave range, typical focal numbers are large(Zm/D>0.5 for al the designs in
[66, 67, 76, 98, 100] whereZmis the focal length andDis the aperture diameter), due to
the limited aperture sizesD<10λand relatively large focusing distancesZm. Moreover,
the involved Fresnel numbersN=D2/(4λZm)are also quite low for the same reasons, so
the related equations to approximately calculate the half-power focal widthΔρand depth
Δzthat are valid forN>5 [61, 62], become inaccurate. As a result, most of the previously
reported microwave focused apertures show a focal depth which is notably larger than the
focal width, and scalar-difraction can not be used to estimate the focus size. Actualy, the
polarization of the focused fields plays an important role in the determination of the focal
depth, as it is demonstrated next and was already reported in the optical regime for large
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Nnumbers [46]-[101]. However, for very lowNnumbers as the ones normaly used in the
microwave regime, it is shown that the polarization plays a fundamental role which can help
to obtain a more symmetrical focused spot.
The folowing two equations represent electric field distributions over a focused aper-
ture, being eq I.4.1 linearly polarized (alongy, see Figure I.4.1.a) as in [66, 67, 76, 98,






√ρ2+F2is associated to the quadratic phase withρas a radial distance
andcirc(ρ)represents the circular function with radial distanceρ.
As it can be seen, they-polarized aperture fields (see Figure I.4.1.a) create near-field
focused fields which are transversaly polarized (paralel to the aperture, see Figure I.4.1.a).
On the other hand, theρ-polarized aperture fields create axialy-polarized focused fields (z-
directed, perpendicular to the aperture) with nul transverse components along the lens axis,
as shown in Figure I.4.1.b.
We begin this study by comparing the characteristics of the near-field paterns created
by apertures with identical size and identical focusing distanceZm, for the two polariza-
tions described in Figure I.4.1. The comparison is based on theoretical calculations of the
near-fields calculated by doing a ful wave integration of the aperture field by means of the
Green’s function in order to compute accurately the near-field (as it was described in Sec-
tion I.2.2). It is important to point out that we are comparing apertures with same Fresnel
numberNwhich means identical diameterDand identical focal heightZmbut diferent
phase distributions (F) and a higher focal shift [62] between the theoretical focal pointF
and the maximum of intensityZmis observed for the radial polarization. This diference can
be readily atributed to the stronger decrease sufered by the radialy-polarized near-fields
as the observation point moves further from the focused aperture. Eventualy, the antenna
can not present axial polarization in the far field, while the transversaly polarized fields can
propagate through infinite. The focal depthΔzand focal widthΔρrelative to the focal width
obtained for an aperture with radial polarization is represented in Figure I.4.2.a whilst Fig-
ure I.4.2.b shows the same parameters for an aperture with transverse polarization. In both
cases these parameters are represented as a function of the Fresnel number (for 2≤N≤10)
for diferent heights of the maximum field intensity, namely,Zm=2λ,3λ,4λ,6λ,always
considering the total field intensity. In order to compare cases with the same focal height
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we need to modify the theoretical focal length F used in equations I.4.1, I.4.2 to corect
the focal shift.
From these figures we can conclude that perfectly symmetrical focal regions (Δρ/Δz=
1) can only be obtained for radial-polarization at low Fresnel numbers (i.e.N=2,Zm=
2,D=4λ) and it is also clear that the focal region created by the axial polarization is always
more symmetrical than the one created by the transverse polarization. This is mainly due to
the fact that the focal width of the transverse polarization is much smaler than that of the
radial polarization. Also, the global resolution increases with smal focusing distancesZm
for both polarizations being more afected by this variation the focal depthΔzthan the focal
widthΔρ.
















































Fig. I.4.2 Near-field focused aperture with (a). radial polarization and (b). transverse polarization:
half power beamwidth HPBW for the focal depthΔzand relative focal widthΔρ/Δzas a function of
Fresnel number N when 2<=N<=10 for diferent focal heightsZm.
Considering now a particular example with aperture diameter D=6λ0and Fresnel num-
ber N=4 (i.e.Zm≈2.21λ), the near-field 2D-plot (xzplane) for a radialy-polarized aperture
is presented in Figure I.4.3a, which ilustrates a 3dB spot sizeΔz×Δρof 2.02λ×1.28λ
(Δρ/Δz=0.63, results in other planes are similar due to azimuthal symmetry). Figure
I.4.3.b shows the same results for the transversaly-polarized counterpart antenna, demon-
strating the more unbalanced eliptic shape with higher focal depth and reduced focal width
for the obtained spot (3dB spot size of 2.46λ×0.61λ,Δρ/Δz=0.25) for the same aperture
diameter and Fresnel number. The radial polarization produces a more symmetrical 3D fo-
cused spot if compared to a transversaly-polarized focused region (considering al the field
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Fig. I.4.3 Theoretical 3D focused spot for (a). radialy and (b). transversaly-polarized lens.
components).
Finaly we show the diferent components of the radiated field in the transversal cut for
an aperture with radial and transverse polarization to beter understand how these apertures
radiate. An example for N=4 and several focal lengths Zmwith radial polarization is rep-
resented in Figure I.4.4.a. The field is represented in a transverse plane at the focal height
Zm. We can see how the axial component becomes weaker than the transverse component
when the focal height increases as expected. If we compare with a transverse polarized case
(see Figure I.4.4.b), here the field is mainly transverse and the axial component is very
weak for al heights Zm. The field intensityExis larger for the transverse than theEzin the
axial polarization, even when the focal width and depth are smaler for axial polarization.
The reason is that the field intensity alongxfor points outside thez-axis is high for the radial
polarized antenna.
Al the presented results corespond to theoretical results calculated by using a home-
made code to compute the theoretical solutions. These results wil be validated with exper-
iments at the 10GHz band in the folowing section.
II.4.2 Prototype and Experimental Results
The holographic printed-slot technique proposed in this thesis for the synthesis of near-
field focusing paterns is used to design a focused antenna with D=6λ0,F=3λ0and N=4
operating at 10GHz. In this design we have used an aperture amplitude functionA(ρ)=
cos(πρ/(3.5R))2with radiation efficiency ofη=85%, which provides quasi-uniform ilu-
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Fig. I.4.4 Radiated fields as a function of the ratioZm/Nfor both (a). radial and (b). transverse
polarization.
Fig. I.4.5 Fabricated annular-slot holographic antenna with radial polarization.
mination. Instead of using spiral slots which provide transverse circular polarization, here
we propose the use of an annular slot configuration as shown in Figure I.4.5 to obtain radial
polarization. This shape resembles the annular slot antenna [96] which was formed by a
discrete number of crossed slots for each annulus to obtain arbitrary transverse polarization
of the far-field focused radiation patern. More recently, a similar geometry to the annular
slot antenna has been proposed to demonstrate the capacity to shape an axialy polarized
near-field focus at 12.5GHz with N=6.25 [103]. We would like also to report here the abil-
ity to obtain a more symmetrical focus in the microwave regime thanks to the use of the
radial polarization and low Fresnel number designs. The use of resonant slots in [103] re-
quires a ful 2D MoM design methodology, whereas the antenna proposed here is designed
with a leaky wave approach in 1D. As it was explained before, the position and width of
each annular slot must be appropriately modulated to synthesize the desired near-field focal
point. Table I.4.7 summarizes the dimensions of the six designed rings, which are printed
on commercial substrate withεr=2.2 and thickness h=3.175mm. Also, it must be noticed
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that each ring is formed by two annular slots separated at a distanceλSW/4 to minimize
reflections. The holographic antenna is simply fed by a vertical coaxial probe located at the
center not touching the upper metal.













Fig. I.4.6 Reflection coefficient.
Param ρ(mm) w(mm)
Ring 1 12.33 0.20
Ring 2 32.68 0.50
Ring 3 51.03 0.80
Ring 4 68.45 0.95
Ring 5 84.98 1.10
Ring 6 100.80 1.25
Fig. I.4.7 Designed annular slot position and widths.
Figure I.4.6 shows the measured reflection coefficient and its comparison with sim-
ulated results obtained with ful wave simulations (CST MWS [95]). In simulations, the
antenna is wel-matched over a 20% frequency band, whilst the measured results exhibit a
worse matching probably due to inaccuracies in the location of the blind feeding connector
with the required precision. To measure the near-field, we have used an optimized probe
with 6mm length made from a coaxial cable with diameter 5mm, both smal in terms of the
wavelength. The step for sampling is fixed to 10mm. The measured near-field distribution
along the lens axis is ploted in Figure I.4.8.a, demonstrating the synthesis of pure axialy-
polarizedEzfocused near-fields at the design frequency of 10GHz. The theoretical results
are also represented in the same graph, showing very good agreement with theory.






























Fig. I.4.8 (a). Experimental validation of near-field focusing of radialy polarized fields at 10GHz for
N=4. (b). measured and theoretical transverse distribution of near-field at 10GHz.
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Measured near-field distribution along the transverse cut (φ=90deg,yaxis) at its max-
imum intensity height of z=65mm=2.17λ0is depicted in FigureI.4.8.b. The used probe is
a coaxial probe and more details about the scheme of the near-field measurement set-up are
shown in the previous Chapter. Here again the simulated and measured results are in very
good agreement both for the main axial polarizationEzas wel as for the side lobes of the
cross transverse polarizationEy. In this plane it has been confirmed that theExcomponent
is zero due to the azimuthal symmetry of the designed antenna. On the other hand, the two
sidelobes with cross-polarized component (Ey) appear at a level of -2.5dB with respect to the
mainEzlobe, and at an approximate radial distance of±15mm=λ/2. It must be said that
this patern with focused spatial polarization diversity might find interesting applications for
sensing. The central beam can sense the radialy polarized field at the lens axis, while the
sidelobes can sense the radialy polarized field at both sides of the axis.
This chapter has shown that the method described in Chapter I.2 can also be used to
design holographic antennas with radialy polarized near-field. A double-slot-ring LWA




In this first part of the thesis, it has been theoreticaly demonstrated the ability to design a
holographic two-dimensional planar microwave lens, by modulating the position and width
of a printed-slot circuit. The design is based on the tapering of a cylindrical leaky wave,
pursuing the main objective of controling the amplitude and phase of its radiated fields. An
aperture-driven synthesis technique based on the geometrical dispersion of the LW, which
is particularly suited for large apertures, has been presented. The important application of
the proposed design technique is that it alows the direct tapering of both the leakage angle
and the leakage rate of the radiating leaky mode.
As a first example, a quadratic-phase, quasi-uniform amplitude, circularly-polarized
aperture has been designed at 10GHz. The proposed holographic lens uses a continuous
spiral-modulated printed slot-circuit with radial separation in the order of half wavelength.
This is a much simpler structure than the previously proposed holographic antennas based on
subwavelength unit-cels, [50],[31] orRLSAdesigns based on discrete resonant slots [96]-
[32], which need hundreds of radiating elements to generate the holographic patern (thus
resulting in tighter fabrication tolerances and advanced design and optimization procedures
[80]). The focusing paterns predicted by this theory have been compared with ful-wave
simulations showing very good agreement. This validates the hypothesis that a single mod-
ulated leaky wave is dominating the near-field, even for such a smal aperture. Experimental
results in the 10GHzband confirm the working mechanism of a novel type of microwave
lens based on modulated leaky-wave concepts and simple integrated feeding mechanisms.
Its main drawback, however, resides in its poor circular polarization performance due to the
use of a continuous slit. Moreover, it has been explained and demonstrated the interesting
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efect of frequency steering of the focal length, which alows electronicaly adjustment of
the focus position in a region by simply changing the frequency of the input signal. Max-
imum focal length is limited by the spliting of the single focus above a certain frequency.
This is a general behavior for any holographic near-field lens, due to the dispersive nature
of the modulated leaky wave.
As second example a complete study of apertures which focalize in the near field with
linear radial polarization has been presented. Compared to previous designs with transver-
saly polarized focused near-fields, the presented antennas have a more symmetrical fo-
cal region and this characteristic improves when the Fresnel numberNis low. The study
shows that the improvement in the symmetry of the focus spot with the radial polarization
is achieved thanks to a decrease in the focal depth and an increase in the focal width. The
focal depth of the antenna with radial polarization is slightly smaler than that of an antenna
with transverse polarization and it depends on the focal distanceZm. The focal width is
significantly greater in the radialy polarized lens than in the transversaly polarized. The
combination of these two results provides us with field distributions which are much more
symmetrical as wel as having components with perpendicular directions and same intensity
which could ofer a spatial diversity in certain types of imaging applications. Another im-
portant characteristic is that the intensity of the radiation of the cross-polar componentEx
in the radial lens can be controled by means of the ratioZm/N.
A prototype (for each polarization: circular and radialy polarized antenna) operating at
10GHzwith an aperture diameterD=6λand implemented as a holographic leaky-wave
antenna, has been manufactured and measured, confirming the theory developed along this
first Part of the thesis.
Part III





INEarth and planetary coverage applications where high gain is required, it is common touse large phased aray antennas that can steer the beam over the coverage area. In many
occasions the necessary steering angle is in the order of few degrees, i.e. 10deg-15deg.
For such applications, it is possible to reduce the cost in number of active transceivers by
having phased arays designed with large periods (larger than a wavelength), i.e. thinned
arays. The drawback of such an approach is that it wil introduce grating lobes in the visible
range, and this would constitute a loss of both power and directivity. In order to avoid this
loss, solutions from the use of aperiodic arays or sparse arays synthesized with optimiza-
tion strategies [104] to the use of feeding techniques at the level of subarays [105]-[106] to
mitigate grating lobes are proposed. Some authors have proposed the use of tapering am-
plitudes in the subarays combined with the addition of some random aspects in the design
[107]. A diferent approach, first proposed in [108], is the use of (dielectric) super-layers as
a means of spatial filters to control the grating and side lobes in phased arays made of horns.
In [109] the super-layers were designed as Chebyshev’s filters and the concept was experi-
mentaly verified in [110]. Fabry-Perot cavity’s (FPC) or leaky wave antennas (LWAs) use
dielectric or metalic super-layers to increase the directivity by placing a partialy reflecting
surface (PRS) in front of an antenna with a ground plane [5, 111]. Leaky wave modes can
propagate along the resonant cavity created between the PRS and ground plane altering the
far-field of the feed antenna and increasing the efective area of the antenna [111]. The PRS
can be made of a dielectric super-layer [109] or a Frequency Selective Surface (FSS) [5].
When a FPC is used in an aray, the leaky waves lead to antennas having overlapping areas.
Thanks to this efect, it has been demonstrated that such arays can improve the edge of
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coverage gain in multibeam space applications [43]. Indeed this solution has the potential
to provide enhanced performances over more standard solutions based on subarays or large
directive elements such as conical horns. The use of this type of antennas has also been
recently proposed to improve the gain in thinned arays [11, 26]. Most of these works study
the enhancement of directivity at broadside for smal arays.
In this second part of the thesis, we firstly demonstrate that inductive strip grid based
MTS leads to higher directivity enhancement for LWAs thanks to the intrinsic suppression
of the TM0leaky wave mode while maintaining the same frequency bandwidth. A similar
efect has been observed in grounded metamaterial dielectrics made of patches, where the
TM0surface wave is not increased with respect to the hosting dielectric [112]. In order to
investigate the impact of this mode, the three configurations (dielectric superstrate, inductive
FSS, and capacitive FSS) have been designed in order to have the same TE1/TM1mode
wavenumber. LWAs with equivalent TE1/TM1modes wil lead to the same levels of mutual
coupling, since this is dominated by these leaky waves [113]. Experiments are reported to
verify these important results in a waveguide antenna.
Secondly in this part and in order to extend the LWAs to phased aray, we investigate
the impact of the mutual coupling when such leaky wave antennas are used to improve the
performances of poorly sampled phased arays with a limited scanning range. The impact
of the mutual coupling on the embedded paterns has been previously studied in [38] for
multibeam applications. Here we extend this study to phased arays including the impact
on the active impedance. The reduction of the grating lobes in the thinned aray radiation
patern depends on the dielectric superlayer constant. The larger the dielectric constant, the
higher the atenuation of the grating lobe wil be. However, this can only be obtained at
the cost of an increased mutual coupling. We show that antenna elements based on dielec-
tric superlayers leading to mutual coupling levels larger than -20dB sufer from a loss of
directivity in the embedded patern and a loss of gain in the phased aray because of the
highly resonant active impedance. We also present a practical implementation of a leaky
wave thinned phased aray with enhanced scanning properties. Our study demonstrates that
a reduction of the grating lobes and a improved gain of the sparse aray radiation patern are
possible thanks to the angular filtering introduced by a Fabry-Perot cavity. The presented
aray is made in PCB and integrated with an inductive FSS super-layer. A ful study of the
performances of the 7x7 phased aray antenna for several scanning angles is presented and
compared with a reference solution based on 2x2 sub-arays. This study shows the improved
gain, directivity, grating lobe level, side lobe level, front to back ratio and beam efficiency
as a function of the frequency for the leaky wave enhanced phased aray.
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At the end if this part we show that the LWAs can also be used to synthesize isoflux
paterns of specialy interest in satelite applications. The drawback in this preliminar study
was to point at large angles, trying to do the isoflux mask of a phased aray with a LWA.
To solve this issue a substrate diferent to air had to be used in the Fabry-Perot cavity.
Unfortunately, this alows the propagation of surfaces waves (SW) inside the cavity. Several
practical design are presented focusing on the suppression of the surfaces waves.

Chapter III.2
On a rigourous comparison
between dielectric and MTS based
LWAs
Fabry-Perot antennas (FPA) achieve high broadside directivity thanks to the simultane-
ous excitation of a pair of nearly degenerate TE/TM leaky-wave modes using a partialy-
reflecting surface on top of a ground plane. This partialy-reflecting surface can be obtained
using a dielectric superstrate or via a capacitive or inductive metasurface (MTS). By using
an equivalence between the conventional dielectric superstrate and the MTS-based struc-
tures in terms of the dominant TE/TM modes, we show that the use of inductive grid MTSs
leads to a directivity enhancement. A higher rol-of in the radiation paterns is achieved
thanks to the intrinsic suppression of the spurious TM0leaky wave mode. This suppression
is mathematicaly demonstrated and validated with ful-wave simulations.
Introduction
The use of partialy reflecting surfaces on top of a ground plane to enhance the direc-
tivity of smal antennas has been considerably studied in literature [5–15]. This type of
antennas are typicaly refered as Leaky Wave Antennas (LWAs) [6–9], Electromagnetic
Band-Gap (EBG) antennas [11], Fabry-Perot Antennas (FPA) [12] and even resonant cav-
ity antennas [15]. Hereinafter, we wil refer to these antennas as LWAs. LWAs make
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use of a partialy transmissive resonant structure [6] which can be made of a thin dielec-
tric superstrate [6, 13, 14] or by using inductive- or capacitive-Metasurfaces (MTS) [8–
12, 14, 15, 73, 114, 115]. Figure II.2.1 shows three examples of these topologies placed
on top of a waveguide opening. Recently, LWAs have gained interest for future Ka-band
telecommunication satelites due to their potential to create overlapping radiating areas in
focal plane arays with a single feed per beam [24, 25]. Telecommunication space industries
are curently interested in developing future thinned arays with limited scanning ranges for
the Ku-band. Besides other possible approaches based on sub-arays, there is the interest
to investigate the potential of LWAs for this application since they would lead to directive
aray elements even if the aray periodicity is large [26]. Future telecommunication thinned
arays wil operate with spacing of 2λ0and a relative frequency bandwidth of 1.7% at Ku-
band (14.25-14.5GHz) with a maximum scanning angle of 8.6deg. This scenario would
require a dielectric superlayer withεr=10 (this wil be detailed in folowing chapters). In
this Chapter, we investigate which partialy reflecting surface, dielectric superstrate or MTS
is the most appropriate for this scenario.
Fig. II.2.1 LW waveguide antenna using (a). a dielectric superstrate with permitivityεr,(b). an
inductive strip grid based MTS and (c). a capacitive slot grid based MTS. The periodicity of the MTS
isd, whereaswindicates the strip width. We refer to capacitive MTS when the strips are aligned to
the H-plane and to inductive MTS when the strips are aligned to the E-plane.
The physical phenomenon exploited, in this type of antennas, to achieve high directivity
from a point source is the excitation of a pair of nearly degenerated TE1/TM1leaky wave
modes. These modes propagate in the resonant region by means of subcritical multiple
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reflections between the ground plane and the superstrate/MTS, while partialy leaking en-
ergy in free space. The amount of energy radiated at each reflection is related to the LW
atenuation constant and can be controled by the MTS sheet-impedance or the dielectric
constant. For a detuned structure at frequency above the resonant frequency, the far-field ra-
diation patern exhibits conical shape which eventualy degenerates in a pencil beam at the
frequency where the real part and imaginary part of the complex leaky wave wavenumber
are equal. This occurs almost at the same frequency for both a TE1and a TM1mode. For
the dielectric superlayer, the maximum directivity at broadside is achieved at the resonant
condition, i.e. the thickness of the resonant cavity ish0=λ0/2, and that of the superlayer
ishs=λ0/4√εr, [6]. Under this condition, the couple of TE/TM leaky wave modes can
propagate with the same phase velocity, creating a nearly uniform phase distribution in the
aperture. It has been seen that the generated aperture field is also very wel polarized, due
to a compensation efect between the TE and TM modal tangential field components [16].
However, this type of LWA also generates an undesired spurious TM0leaky-wave mode,
conceptualy associated with the TEM mode of the perfectly conducting wals paralel plate
waveguide [27]. This mode radiates near the Brewster angle creating spurious lobes in the
E-plane reducing the beam efficiency. In this paper, we show that inductive strip grid based
MTS leads to higher directivity enhancement in equivalent LWAs thanks to the suppression
of this TM0leaky wave mode while maintaining the same frequency bandwidth. In an in-
ductive strip grid based MTS, this TM0leaky wave mode is transformed into a surface wave
(SW), whereas the capacitive slot grid based MTS and dielectric superstrate do support the
leaky wave mode. The efect of this mode can be atenuated by using a double slot feed
[27, 116]. Even when this slot feed is used, the strip grid based MTS leads to the high-
est directivity for the same frequency bandwidth. Other type of MTSs, such as artificial
dielectrics made of patches [112], do not alter the TM0mode of the hosting stratification,
however they lead to lower directivity enhancement because they introduce asymmetries in
the propagation constants of the main TE/TM modes [117].
For aray applications, it is important to maximize the directivity of the LWA at the
largest possible bandwidth and keeping the mutual coupling levels in the order of -20dB,
both (directivity and mutual coupling), are proportional to the TE1/TM1mode wavenumber
[27, 118].
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III.2.1 On the Equivalence between LWAs
In this section, a theoretical comparison with the three types of LWA shown in Figure II.2.1
is presented. For this purpose, we wil investigate how the PRS structures alter the radiation
from an elementary magnetic source on an infinite ground plane. A dielectric superlayer or
MTS wil be located on top of the ground plane at a certain height, h0or hMTS, respectively.
The dielectric superlayer is characterized by a dielectric constantεrand thickness hs.The
MTS wil be made of metal strips of widthwand periodicityd(fixed toλ0/4 in this paper)
for simplicity in their analysis since there is an analytical closed form expression for their
reactance [119, 120]. This also means that the main parameter determining the properties of
these LWAs is the complex transverse propagation constantkρ,oftheTE1and TM1modes.
Considering LWAs designed for broadside directivity enhancement, a smaler propagation
constant (real and imaginary parts) implies higher directivity, but also smaler bandwidth
and higher mutual coupling between two closed antennas placed under the same partialy
reflecting surface. The maximum power density at broadside for a smal propagation con-
stant occurs whenα=β[117]. Therefore, when comparing diferent LWA configurations,
an equivalence should be set by equalizing the coresponding TE1/TM1propagation con-
stants.
Equivalent TE1/TM1modes
The leaky wave propagation constants are the solutions of the dispersion equation associated
with the equivalent TE and TM transmission lines [13]. For the geometries under investiga-
tion here, the equivalent transmission lines are shown in Figure II.2.2. When the periodicity
of the MTS is smal compared to the wavelength, their electromagnetic properties can be
represented by a purely imaginary shunt impedance ZMTSTE/TM[49]. We report the closed form
expression for the impedances of the capacitive slot grid and inductive strip grid based MTS
[119] since it would be necessary to derive analytical solutions of the dispersion equation:
ZMTSiTM = jX0(1−k2ρ/k20) (II.2.1)
ZMTSiTE = jX0 (II.2.2)
ZMTScTM = −jX0 (II.2.3)
ZMTScTE = −jX0(1−k2ρ/k20)−1 (II.2.4)
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Fig. II.2.2 Equivalent transmission line for (a). dielectric super-layer and (b). equivalent MTS.
WhereX0=η0k0d2π ln|2dπw|ford≤λ0/4andη0is the free space wave impedance.
The dispersion equation associated to these equivalent transmission lines is the folow-
ing:
DTE/TM(kp)=Zl+jZ1tan(kz1h1)=0 (II.2.5)




Zirepresent the TE or TM impedances (ZTEi =η0k0kzi andZTMi =η0kzik0 ),h1=h0orhi,cMTSand
kzi= εrik20−k2ρ.
Therefore, the leaky wave propagation constant greatly depends on the load impedance,
Zlat the top of the cavity as shown in Figure II.2.2. The dispersion equation, once the
geometry is known, can be solved numericaly to find the leaky wave propagation constants.
However, for design purposes, it is more convenient to have analytical approximate formulas
to compute these constants. These formulas can be used to impose that equivalent LWAs
have the TE1/TM1with the same propagation constants as proposed in [2], as wel as to
demonstrate that only the inductive strip grid based MTSs do not support the TM0leaky
mode, independently of the geometrical parameters. In [13], a methodology to derive these
formulas for the TE1/TM1modes was proposed for dielectric based LWA and extended in
[2] to MTS based LWA. The fundamental step was recognizing that the tangent function
tan(x)can be linearly approximated around its zeroes for arguments in the neighborhood of
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Note that when the cavity load impedanceZlis equal to zero, this equation gives the
propagation constants of the modes in a paralel plate waveguide (PPW) of thicknessh.In
order to make this equation analytical for then=1 in the TE and TM modes, the load
impedanceZlcan be approximated by its value around broadside, thereforeZl=η0εr for




for the MTS. By substituting these approxi-
mations into eq II.2.6, one arives to compact formulas for the TE1/TM1modesofLWAs
[2, 13]. Then by equalizing both real and imaginary parts of the propagation constants, one
can derive expressions for the MTS impedance and cavity height as a function of the pa-









Figures II.2.3 and II.2.4 show the TE1and TM1dispersion diagrams for the three
equivalent geometries under investigation, i.e., dielectric superstrate (blue line), inductive
strip grid based MTS (red line) and capacitive slot grid based MTS (black line). Al curves
are calculated for equivalent superstrate permitivityεr=4 (continuous line) andεr=10
(dashed line). The equivalent inductive strip grid based MTS hasZiMTS=119iΩand must
be located at a height ofhiMTS=0.9h0whilst the capacitive slot grid based MTS hasZcMTS=
−132iΩand needs to be placed at a height ofhcMTS=1.10h0forεr=10 whilstZiMTS=
199iΩ,hiMTS=0.87h0,ZcMTS=−238iΩandhcMTS=1.14h0forεr=4, beingh0=λ02. It can
be observed that the equivalent geometries present comparable solutions of the dispersion
equation around the operating frequency (f/f0=1) at which maximum broadside radiation
occurs. A larger discrepancy is observed for lower dielectric constants since the approximate
analytical formulas lose accuracy for lower contrast as pointed out in [13]. Table II.2.1
gives the numerical solutions of the dispersion equation of the three equivalent LWAs for
εr=10 at the central frequency.
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Fig. II.2.3 TE1mode solution of the dispersion equation withεr=4 (continuous lines) andεr=10
(dashed lines) for three equivalent cases: dielectric superstrate (blue), inductive strip grid based MTS
(red) and capacitive slot grid based MTS (black).




























Fig. II.2.4 TM1mode solution of the dispersion equation withεr=4 (continuous lines) andεr=10
(dashed lines) for three equivalent cases: dielectric superstrate (blue), inductive strip grid based MTS
(red) and capacitive slot grid based MTS (black).
Analytical Dispersion Equation Solution for the TM0mode
Folowing similar steps, a formula can also be obtained for then=0 TM mode. In this case,
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kρ/k0 Dielectric Inductive Capacitive
TE 0.184−j0.171 0.179−j0.163 0.169−j0.158
TM 0.174−j0.181 0.179−j0.161 0.169−j0.158
TM0 0.972−j0.034 1−j0 0.979−j0.029
hMTS h0 0.9h0 1.1h0
Table II.2.1 Comparison of the propagation constants obtained for the equivalent MTSs andεr=10
dielectric LWAs at central frequency.
In order to derive an analytical solution, we need to provide an approximate but accurate
expression for the load impedanceZl. We can do this by recaling that the modes in a LWA
resemble those of the equivalent PPW. In a PPW, the TEM mode transverse propagation
constant iskρ=k0. Therefore, when looking for the solution of the TM0mode, we can
approximateZlby its value aroundkρ=k0. This is done in the folowing for three specific
cases shown in Figure II.2.1.
Dielectric Superstrate
In this case, the load impedanceZlis given byZl=Z2z0+jz2tan(kz2h2)z2+jz0tan(kz2h2).
Forkρ=k0, the dielectric characteristic TM impedance becomesz=η0
√εr−1εr andZl≈
z22z0.
Substituting these approximations into eq II.2.9, one arives to the folowing formula
of the longitudinal propagation constant for the TM0mode:
kSU Pz1 = 3 jk20εr−1ε2rh0 (II.2.10)
LWA based MTS
For the MTS cases, the load impedance is calculated byZl= Z
i,c
MTSZ0





MTSTM +η0kz1z0 =0 (II.2.11)
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For inductive strip grid based MTS, the impedance is given by eq II.2.1, which in the





This expression can be replaced in eq II.2.12, giving rise to two solutions: againkINDz1 =
0andkINDz1 =jh1η0k0+X0X0h1 . This second solution is non-physical. Therefore the only possible
solution for the inductive strip grid based MTS iskINDz1 =0.
In the capacitive slot grid based MTS case, the impedance in the E-plane is the folowing
ZMTScTM =−jX0 (II.2.14)
Replacing this expression into eq II.2.12, one arives to the folowing physical solution:
kCAPz1 =−jX0k02η0 1+ 1+
4η0
X0h1k0 (II.2.15)
The final formulas are summarized now as:
kSU Pz1 = 3 jk20εr−1ε2rh0 (II.2.16)
kINDz1 = 0 (II.2.17)
kCAPz1 = −jX0k02η0 1+ 1+
4η0
k0X0hMTS (II.2.18)
The associated transverse propagation constant can be easily calculated by usingkρ=
k20−k2z1.
From these equations, we can see that the inductive strip grid based MTS is the only con-
figuration which does not support a TM0leaky wave, independently of the MTS geometrical
parameters. This is because, the TM0mode is mainly z-polarized and the strips are nearly
transparent for this polarization. The TM0mode in this inductive MTS is transformed into
a surface wave (SW) that wil only alter the radiation patern by difraction at the edges of
the structure. The impact on the radiation patern of both a TM0leaky mode and a surface
wave can be reduced by introducing a spectral nul atkρ=kTM0ρ [27, 116]. However, the
inductive MTS stil leads to the highest directivity enhancement. We wil see next how this
implies that the radiated field generated by the inductive strip grid based MTS has a larger
rol-of than the one radiated by the dielectric and capacitive based LWAs. Figures II.2.5
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and II.2.6 show the exact and approximate solutions of the dispersion equation for the TM0
mode for the same cases than in Figures II.2.3 and II.2.4. Once again, the accuracy of the
analytical formulas is higher for higher contrast since the solution get closer to the PPW
ones. The exact solution for the TM0mode is also given in Table II.2.1.





























Fig. II.2.5 TM0mode of the numerical (continuous lines) and approximate (dashed lines) solution of
the dispersion equation withεr=4 for three equivalent cases: dielectric superstrate (blue), inductive
strip grid based MTS (red) and capacitive slot grid based MTS (black).
Theoretical Far-Fields
Next we investigate the radiated fields in the far-field by the three equivalent LWAs. These
paterns can be obtained resorting to a rigorous spectral Green’s function approach [118].
Figures II.2.7 and II.2.8 show the radiated fields for an elementary source at central fre-
quency in E- and H-plane, respectively, for the same structures described in Figures II.2.3
and II.2.4. An important consequence of the TM0suppression is observed in the E-plane.
In fact, for the dielectric case the existence of the TM0mode causes a side lobe in an angular
direction close to the Brewster angle. For the capacitive slot grid based MTS, the efect of
the TM0is also observed, but at a slightly larger angle. For inductive strip grid based MTS,
this peak disappears, with the consequent increase of directivity.
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Fig. II.2.6 TM0mode of the numerical (continuous lines) and approximate (dashed lines) solution of
the dispersion equation withεr=10 for three equivalent cases: dielectric superstrate (blue), inductive
strip grid based MTS (red) and capacitive slot grid based MTS (black).














Fig. II.2.7 E-plane Comparison of theoretical radiation paterns for the equivalent structures described
in Figure II.2.1 atf=f0.
Figure II.2.9 shows the estimated directivity as a function of the frequency for the three
equivalent LWAs for the denser contrast case of Figures II.2.7 and II.2.8. As it can be
appreciated, the inductive solution improves the directivity in almost 1dB over the frequency
band with respect to the dielectric solution. It is also important to notice that the calculated
frequency bandwidth of the LWAs, defined here as when the directivity decays 1dB from
the maximum, is the same for the three structures (the precise values are given in the figure
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Fig. II.2.8 H-plane Comparison of theoretical radiation paterns for the equivalent structures described
in Figure II.2.1 atf=f0.
caption).














Fig. II.2.9 Directivity as a function of the frequency for the equivalent LWA starting fromεr=10. The
dielectric LWA bandwidth is BW=3.8%, whilst the bandwidth for the inductive and capacitive-based
LWAs is 3.7% and 5.7%, respectively.
III.2.2 LWA Designs for Array Applications
In this section, we present three antenna designs based on the geometries shown in Figure
II.2.1 that could be used for the application scenario described in the introduction. The three
equivalent solutions take as baseline a dielectric constantεr=10 and fulfil the equivalence
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condition derived previously. In contrast with the previous section, here the structures have
been analyzed using a commercial software [95] including a waveguide source and a finite
ground plane/superstrate (9.9λ0by side). The efect of the TM0can be reduced by using
a double slot opening in a ground plane as proposed in [27], (see Figure II.2.10) . In the
inductive strip grid based MTS case the double slot iris is used to avoid the power loss
related to the SW. Therefore it is important to understand if the directivity increase for the
inductive strip grid based MTS is stil achieved with respect to a wel-designed dielectric
based LWA. This iris can also be used to match the reflection coefficient S11of the antenna.
Figure II.2.11 presents simulated directivities versus the frequency.
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Fig. II.2.10 Description of the basic antenna and iris used to feed the cavity. The parameters of the
slots in the iris area=14.6mm,w=0.5mm,ρTM0=10.79mmandα=79deg. The squared waveguidehas a length ofwg=0.7λ0by side.
Al the cases in Figure II.2.11 present higher directivities with respect to the theoretical
results of Figure II.2.9 due to the inclusion of an actual source feeding the LW cavity. The
capacitive case presents also a smal frequency shift. Even with the inclusion of the source
and suppression of the TM0mode, the inductive LWA presents higher directivities over
comparable bands. The values of the maximum directivities for each case are summarized
in Table II.2.2 for the central frequencyf0=14.375GHz. The radiation paterns for each
design are shown in Figures II.2.12 and II.2.13 for the E- and H-plane, respectively, at the
frequency at which the directivity is the highest.
Directivity (dB) Dielectric Inductive Capacitive
εr=10 atf0 17.1 18.24 16.52
εr=10 at best performance 17.48 18.32 17.62
Table II.2.2 Directivities for the equivalent MTS and dielectric geometries withεr=10 at central fre-
quency and maximum value in the band.
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Fig. II.2.11 Directivity as a function of the frequency for the equivalent structures described in Figure
II.2.1. The waveguide dimension iswg=0.7λ0and the width of the iris has been fixed tow=0.51mm
whilst the diameter of the iris has been fixed toλTM0/2 of each case (10.73mm, 10.43mmand 10.66mmfor dielectric, inductive strip grid and capacitive slot grid based MTS respectively). The 1dB directivity


















Fig. II.2.12 E-plane Comparison of CST simulated radiation paterns for the equivalent structures
described in Figure II.2.11 at the frequency with highest directivity.
III.2.3 Experimental Verification
In order to validate the claim of this section, we have fabricated and measured two pro-
totypes: the dielectric and the inductive based LWA. The dielectric material used for the
super-layer is AR1000 with permitivityεr=10 and a thickness of 1.57mm. The operation


















Fig. II.2.13 H-plane Comparison of CST simulated radiation paterns for the equivalent structures
described in Figure II.2.11 at the frequency with highest directivity.
frequency is set to 14.375GHz. Figure II.2.14 shows the designed transition, together with
the geometrical parameters, from a squared waveguide to a standard rectangular waveguide,
necessary for measuring the manufactured prototype. Both manufactured LWA wil use the
same waveguide feed for simplicity. The MTS has been printed on a Kapton layer (with
0.05mmthickness andεr=3). This is a flexible material that has been supported by a thin
foam layer (with 3mmthickness andεr=1.067) for the prototype. The inclusion of these lay-
ers alters the leaky wave propagation constants for the MTS case. This change can be easily
compensated by modifying the cavity dimensions and strip dimensions. To this purpose, we
have calculated the solution of the dispersion equation associated with the transmission line
model shown in Figure II.2.15. The new cavity dimension is hMTS=6.41mmand the width
of the stripwhas changed from the original value of 0.94mmto 1mm. By changing these
parameters, we have been able to obtain the same leaky wave propagation constant as the
free standing MTS based LWA, as it is detailed in Table II.2.3.
Inductive strip grid based MTS kTEz1 kTMz1air 0.179−0.163i 0.179−0.161i
Kapton+foam (not optimized) 0.156−0.163i 0.156−0.163i
Kapton+foam (optimized) 0.179−0.163i 0.179−0.161i
Table II.2.3 Original and optimized inductive strip grid based MTS design.
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Fig. II.2.14 Description of the iris and transition used to feed the cavity. The parameters of the feeder
are for the transitionx=6.48mm,y=12.95mm,p=45.22mm,hp=0.5mmand the slots in the iris
a=14.6mm,w=0.5mm,ρTM0=10.79mm,α=79deg. The same basic antenna wil be used in bothdielectric and inductive strip grid based MTS.
Fig. II.2.15 Practical realization of the inductive strip grid based MTS LWA.
The simulated radiation paterns of the two prototypes are presented in Figure II.2.16.
The total antenna size is 9.91x9.91λ0. We have also included the losses (i.e. for the foam
istanδ=0.0041) and thickness of metals in the simulations. From the simulations a clear
increase in directivity is observed for the inductive strip grid based MTS LWA. This increase
is approximately 1.6dB. The simulated directivity in the frequency band is shown in Figure
II.2.17.
Study of the fabrication tolerances
Before starting the fabrication of the prototypes, a complete analysis of the fabrication toler-
ances was caried out. The most critical parameters are associated with the highly resonant
cavity. The first critical parameter is the height of the cavity hMTS. The impact of the height
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Fig. II.2.16 Simulated radiation patern for the two prototypes. The directivity of the dielectric super-
layer and inductive strip grid based MTS antenna are 17.2dB and 18.8dB respectively atf=14.25GHz.
Both antennas are fed with the iris shown in Figure II.2.14.












Fig. II.2.17 Simulated directivity in dB for the dielectric and equivalent inductive antennas. The BW
is respectively 4.23% and 3.45% for the dielectric and inductive strip grid based MTS prototype with
iris and transition.
of the cavity over the radiated fields was already reported in [121]. A variation in our design
of around hMTS+10% (i.e. in the inductive strip grid based MTS LWA) decreases the di-
rectivity around 2dB and moves the resonance at lower frequencies whilst a smal variation
of hMTS−10% decreases the directivity around 1dB and moves the resonance at higher fre-
quencies. It is worth noting that this parameter has also an important impact on the reflection
coefficient. The second parameter that has been studied is a tilt angle of the MTS layer. We
have done several simulations of the MTS antenna varying this angle. This parameter afects
more strongly the radiation patern than the matching of the reflection coefficient compared
to the other parameters. The efect of this parameter over the radiation patern is a loss of
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directivity and a deviation of the pointing angle as this alters the phase distribution over the
antenna aperture. A smal deviation of 0.3degin this design of 9.91x9.91λ0represents a loss
of directivity of around 1dB and a misalignment of the main lobe of around 5deg.Taking
into account these considerations, we have built and measured the prototype to the best of
our laboratory facilities.
Measurements
The fabricated prototypes are shown in Figure II.2.18. Figure II.2.19 shows the measured
gain as a function of the frequency. A frequency shift with respect to the simulated directiv-
ity shown in Figure II.2.17 has been measured for both the dielectric and inductive based
LWAs. The height of the cavity is a sensitive parameter in this type of antennas, and it has to
be manualy adjusted during the measurements. A more accurate fabrication process would
resolve this shift. Despite that, the dielectric and inductive measured gain presents same
BW of around 2.52%. The maximum gain is measured at f=13.9GHz. At this frequency the
dielectric super-layer and inductive strip grid based MTS antenna have 16.6dB and 19.6dB
of directivity respectively (see Figure II.2.20).
Fig. II.2.18 Prototype photos for (a). MTS (b). waveguide transition (c). measurement set-up
Figure II.2.20 shows the measured radiation paterns for the two prototypes in the main
planes at f=13.9GHz. It is evident that the measured radiation paterns agree quite wel with
the simulated ones, despite the measured frequency shift.
The measured S11is shown in Figure II.2.21 for both, dielectric and inductive strip grid
based MTS cases. In the same graph, the results from ful wave simulations are included
for comparison purposes. Both antennas present comparable frequency bandwidths. The
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Fig. II.2.19 Measured gain for the dielectric and equivalent inductive LWAs. The BW is 2.52% for
both prototypes.


















Fig. II.2.20 Measured radiation patern for the two prototypes. The measured gain of the dielec-
tric super-layer and inductive strip grid based MTS antennas are 16.6dB and 19.6dB respectively at
f=13.9GHz. Both antennas are fed with the iris shown in Figure II.2.14.
agreement is quite satisfactory and no significant frequency shift is observed in this case.
The measurement campaign for the Figure II.2.21 has been done at a diferent measurement
facility. We believe that the cavity height was not placed at exactly the same position than
in the radiation patern measurements.
In this Chapter, we have rigorously compared the performances of LWAs based on di-
electric superlayers with LWAs based on inductive strip and capacitive slot grid based MTS
by imposing an equivalence in terms of the fundamental TE/TM modes. This equivalence
ensures that the three antennas have comparable frequency bandwidths and levels of mutual
coupling if they were to be used in aray configurations. We have found that the inductive
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Fig. II.2.21 MeasuredS11for the dielectric and equivalent inductive antennas. Simulated results are
also included for comparison purposes. The BW of the reflection coefficients S11are 3.62% and
3.90% for the measured dielectric and MTS prototypes respectively.
strip grid based MTS leads to the higher directivity enhancement for the same bandwidth.
Numerical ful wave analysis and experiments have confirmed the theory showing an im-
proved directivity of more than 1dB with the same frequency band of operation. This im-
provement is especialy significant for thinned phased arays and focal plane arays based
on LWA elements.
Chapter III.3
Mutual coupling impact on leaky
wave thinned phased arrays
In order to extend the previous results respect to the inductive MTS, we have to study the
impact of the leaky wave modes in a phased aray scenario. As application scenario, we
consider a maximum scanning angle set to 8.6deg, and an aray spacing of 1.5λ0with a rel-
ative frequency bandwidth of 5%. For such scenario, it would be desirable to maximize the
gain over the scanning and frequency ranges by reducing the grating lobe level. Folowing
these specifications, we wil design three leaky wave phased arays with diferent levels of
mutual coupling. The study wil be based on ful wave simulations of 11x11 element phased
arays. The conclusions that wil be derived in this Chapter can be extended also to PRS
based on FSSs. Finaly we wil also compare the performances of the leaky wave phased
arays with a phased aray of standard conical horns.
III.3.1 Array Element Geometry
The aray element geometry is the same as the one presented in [38]. The geometry of the
aray is shown in Figure II.3.1 (for clarity purposes only a 5x5 aray is shown). The aray
is composed of squared waveguide feeds loaded with a double slot iris. This iris is used
to match the impedance and to reduce the propagation of the TM0mode which is present
in the leaky wave cavity [38]. This mode radiates around the Brewster angle leading to
increased sidelobes at large angles in the element radiation patern as we have seem in the
previous Chapter. The double slot separation,ρ, has been set to be half of the TM0leaky
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mode wavelength. A circular iris is chosen to reduce the efect of this mode also along the
diagonal planes of the antenna. On top of the ground plane placed ath1=λ0/2, there is a
quarter wavelength dielectric superlayer with permitivityεrand thicknessh2=λ0/4 (εr)
verifying the standard resonant condition to maximize the directivity in PRS antennas [6].
Three dielectric constants are considered in this study:εr=4,8 and 12. The ground plane
thickness has been fixed tohp=λ0/60 and the squared waveguide dimensions toa0=0.7λ0.
Fig. II.3.1 Antenna geometry. Upper: 5x5 aray with dielectric superlayer at top,h1is the cavity
height andh2is the dielectric thickness.hpis the ground and iris thickness. Each element is composed
of a squared waveguide feed and a double slot iris. Lower center: structure of waveguides used to
match the active impedance. Center right: parameters of the iris for each element.
The single antenna input impedance can be easily matched by optimizing the iris’s
width,ws, and length defined by the angleα. The input reflection coefficients of the single
elements, simulated with CST MWS, are shown in Figure II.3.2 for the three considered
dielectric constants. The final dimensions of the iris are given in the figure caption. Clearly,
the larger the dielectric constant is, the smaler is the impedance bandwidth [118]. Even so,
al dielectric constants selected for the study lead, in principle, to a sufficient bandwidth for
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Fig. II.3.2 Reflection coefficientS11and mutual couplingS21at 1.5λ0for diferent dielectric super-
layers. The iris dimensions arews=0.028λ0,0.024λ0,0.024λ0andρ=0.526λ0,0.516λ0,0.5λ0for
each dielectric constant respectively.
the considered application.
Figure II.3.3 shows the radiation patern at the central frequency for the three single
antennas in the E-plane. It is possible to appreciate that the larger the dielectric constant,
the larger is the rol-of of the field and therefore the atenuation of the grating lobe (present
at an angle of 31degfor broadside radiation patern). The paterns shown in Figure II.3.3
present very steep rol-of thanks to the suppression of the spurious TM0mode with the use
of the double iris, which is usualy ignored by most authors.
III.3.2 Mutual Coupling Impact and Compensation
The selection of the dielectric constant is a trade-of between the atenuation of the grating
lobes and the impact of the mutual coupling on the embedded patern. Figure II.3.3 also
shows how mutual coupling level, at a distance of 1.5λ0, increases with the dielectric con-
stant. The mutual coupling impacts on both the active input impedance and the embedded
patern. In [38] it was shown that a maximum mutual coupling value of -20dB is acceptable
for the design of multibeam antennas based on leaky wave arays. Here we wil see that
this limit is also a good compromise for the phased aray applications. In order to study
the impact of the mutual coupling on the embedded patern, we have simulated a 5x5 aray
where only the central element is fed. The simulations have been done on a smal 5x5 aray
assuming that only the two neighboring elements contribute significantly to the embedded
patern and active impedance. The impact of the coupling can be observed in Figure II.3.3,
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where the embedded paterns are shown for al three dielectric cases together with the iso-
lated element paterns. Due to the fact that the closest elements are not radiating in phase
with respect to the central element, the directivity at broadside of the embedded patern is
reduced with respect to the isolated case. This efect is more significant as the dielectric
constant increases. Forεr=4, the efect of the mutual coupling is negligible and the single
and embedded paterns are basicaly the same. However, the atenuation of the grating lobe
at 31degis only -8.4dB. Forεr=8, the diference between the two paterns is a bit larger, but
even so we obtain a larger atenuation of the grating lobe (-12.4dB). Instead, for the case
with the largest mutual coupling (εr=12), the enhanced directivity at broadside with respect
to theεr=8 case is reduced significantly in the embedded patern, and therefore practicaly
al the possible improvement on the grating lobe atenuation is also lost leading to just a
2.75dB beter atenuation than theεr=8 case. Moreover, the use of this dielectric also comes
at the cost of a reduced frequency impedance matching leading to a lower phased aray gain
as we wil see in the next section.


















Fig. II.3.3 Comparison between the 5x5 embedded and the element patern in the E-Plane for each
dielectric superlayer (εr=4,8,12) at central frequency.
The mutual coupling has also an important efect on the active impedance. This active
impedance for the central element at broadside can be calculated by summing al the mutual
impedances as folows:Z(a1)=∑N(i=1)Z1n, where the subscript1is related to the central
element. The efect of the mutual coupling shifts the resonance of the antenna towards lower
frequencies. This shift could be compensated by reducing the iris length using a smalerα.
However this wil impact on the TM0mode reduction on the diagonal plane. Here we have
instead chosen to match this input impedance with a waveguide step as shown in Figure
II.3.1 (lower center). The impedance has been matched with an in-house developed code
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by optimizing the length,hw0, and the waveguide width dimension,a1. For the case ofεr=4,
no matching structure is needed because of the low mutual coupling level.
In order to validate the presented leaky wave thinned aray concept, ful wave sim-
ulations of the three 11x11 phased arays have been performed with CST MWS. Figure
II.3.4.a,b,c show the active reflection coefficients of al the aray elements of the leaky
wave aray at broadside for the three dielectric constant cases. The simulated active coeffi-
cient resembles very wel the active coefficient designed in the previous section for al cases.
For theεr=4 the black-solid curve predicted in our code is identical to the active reflection
coefficient for al aray elements. For the other two cases, even though diferences are ob-
served, we can stil notice a good agreement for the optimized band. Figure II.3.4.d,e,f
show the active coefficient at the limit of the scanning range, i.e.θ=8.6deg, in the H-plane.
The dimensions of the waveguide step which are required to match the active impedance are
given in the captions. Note that in the case ofεr=12, the required waveguide dimensions
lead to a cutof frequency of 9.8GHz. In the E-plane for the same scanning angle similar
results for the active coefficient have been observed.
Figure II.3.5 presents the H- and E-plane of the radiation patern for the three phased
arays simulated at two scanning conditions: broadside and the edge of the scanning range.
For comparison purposes, we have included in the figures the embedded paterns for each
one of the cases. We can see how the aray paterns folow very wel these embedded pat-
terns. Theεr=4 aray exhibits the lowest directivity and atenuation of the grating lobes.
Instead theεr=12 aray presents the highest grating lobe atenuation and directivity. How-
ever the directivity of theεr=8 case is practicaly the same than forεr=12 because of the
efect of the mutual coupling of this last one in the embedded patern. The grating lobe
atenuation forεr=8 is only 3.1dBs worse than for theεr=12 case. This, together with the
worse impedance matching of the high dielectric case, makes ofεr=8 a beter trade-of de-
sign and confirms the appropriate selection of a -20dB mutual coupling level.
A two-dimensional representation of the farfield in elevation and azimuth is shown in
Figure II.3.6. The high spots observed at large angles are associated to the grating lobes.
The grating lobe level is also significant in the D-plane. In this plane the grating lobe is
located at 67degwhich is close to the radiation angle of the TM0mode. In the diagonal
plane, the suppression of this mode is not perfect because the iris curent distribution is not
constant over the whole iris. Even so, its efect is greatly reduced by the presence of this
iris.
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As a reference bench mark an 11x11 phased aray of conical horns is also presented
in this section. The conical horn length has been chosen to maximize its directivity [64].
The designed geometry and dimensions are shown in Figure II.3.7. The dimensions of the
horn are given in the figure caption. Obviously, this aray presents a very good impedance
matching over the whole frequency and scanning range. The aray and embedded paterns
are shown in Figure II.3.8a and II.3.8b for H- and E-planes respectively. As we can see,
the dielectric superlayer provides higher directivity and atenuation of the grating lobes than
the classical solution of conical horn antennas.
Finaly we can summarize the frequency and scanning behavior of the designed aray
in the folowing two figures. On the left axes, the values of the directivity and gain are
provided. On the right axes, instead, the values of the grating lobes with respect to the max-
imum directivity are summarized. For al cases the sidelobe levels are below -12dB. Figure
II.3.9.a shows the directivity, gain and grating lobe atenuation for broadside, whereas Fig-
ure II.3.9.b and II.3.9.c shows the same parameters but for a 8.6degscanning in the H-
and E-plane, respectively. We can observe that we obtain much beter directivity values for
al enhanced phased arays than for the horn case because of the beter aray aperture ilu-
mination achieved with the leaky wave antennas. However, the case ofεr=12 sufers from
significant gain losses due to the limited matching of the active impedance. Instead the gain
in theεr=8 case is practicaly the same than directivity. For this case we can achieve over
2.2dB more gain over al the frequency band and scanning range, and an atenuation of the
grating lobes of more than 10dB.
As conclusion, we have shown that an increase in the gain of more than 2.2dB is obtained
in the leaky wave aray with respect to the horn aray with a reduction of the grating lobe of
-10dB over the complete frequency band. Moreover the proposed leaky wave phased aray
presents nearly constant gain over the whole scanning range, which is very suited for Earth
coverage applications.
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(d)εr=4 atθ=8.6degin the H-plane












(e)εr=8 atθ=8.6degin the H-plane












(f)εr=12 atθ=8.6degin the H-plane
Fig. II.3.4 Active reflection coefficient for al elements of the 11x11 aray. The active reflection
coefficient simulated with the developed in house code for the active impedance is also shown in a
black-solid line (upper figures).
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(a)εr=4 in the H-plane




















(b)εr=4 in the E-plane



















(c)εr=8 in the H-plane




















(d)εr=8 in the E-plane

















Embedded Patern Phased Aray
θ=8.60,φ=00
(e)εr=12 in the H-plane





















Fig. II.3.5 Embedded and the 11x11 aray radiation paterns for the dielectric superlayer antenna with
εr=4, 8 and 12 at several scanning angles.
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Fig. II.3.6 Farfield components in a polar coordinate system of the 11x11 phased arays with
εr=4,8,12.
Fig. II.3.7 Horn aray geometry. Center: 11x11 aray of conical horns spaced 1.5λ0. Upper detail:
dimensions in order to maximize the directivity, A=1.4λ0, a=0.86λ0, R=0.653λ0,θ=tan−1(A/R).
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Fig. II.3.8 (a). H-plane and (b). E-plane 11x11 aray radiation paterns for the horn antenna aray at
scanφ=0degandθ=8.6deg.
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Conical Horn εr=4 εr=8 εr=12
Scanning in the E-plane
Fig. II.3.9 Dependence on frequency of the main parameters of the leaky-wave aray antenna forεr=




Leaky Wave Thinned Phased
Array in PCB Technology
In this Chapter, we want to show a practical implementation in PCB technology of the leaky
wave thinned aray concept. The presented aray wil be made in PCB and integrated with
an inductive MTS super-layer. A ful study of the performances of the 7x7 phased aray
antenna for several scanning angles is presented and compared with a reference solution
based on 2x2 sub-arays. This study wil analyze the gain, directivity, grating lobe level,
side lobe level, front to back ratio and beam efficiency as a function of the frequency for the
leaky wave enhanced phased aray.
III.4.1 Array Element Optimization
The aray is coupled to an inductive MTS acting as the aray PRS. In Chapter II.2, we
showed that an inductive strip grid based MTS leads to higher directivity enhancement, in
comparison with dielectric based or capacitive based leaky waves, but without compromis-
ing the antenna frequency bandwidth or mutual coupling thanks to the intrinsic suppression
of the TM0undesired leaky mode. This section presents an implementation that fulfils the
specifications, summarized in Table II.4.1, for future telecommunication Ku-band satel-
lites. The aray phase-shifting is performed on aray elements separated at a distance of
2λ0to reduce the front-end cost. Two aray configurations, shown in Figure II.4.1.a and
II.4.1.b, are designed in PCB technology and optimized to fulfil these requirements: an
aray of leaky wave antenna elements and a more classical approach consisting of aray
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elements made by 2x2 sub-arays. The number of elements in the leaky wave aray is deci-
mated by a factor of 4 with respect to the reference aray. For this scenario, the grating lobes




Work band (GHz) Ku-band (14.25-14.5)
Elements distribution 7x7 squared latice
Polarization Linear
Table II.4.1 Specifications for the application scenario.
(a) (b)
Fig. II.4.1 (a). Leaky wave thinned phased aray:hMTSis the cavity height,wMTSanddMTSare the
MTS periodicity and strip width respectively. The aray has a periodicity of 2λ0. (b). thinned phased
aray composed by 2x2 sub-arays. The aray element spacing isλ0, but the phase shifting is applied
at the sub-aray level (i.e. coresponding to a periodicity of 2λ0).
The geometry of the aray element is shown in Figure II.4.2. The aray is printed on
a double grounded substrate of dielectric constantεr=2.2 and with a height ofh=3.2mm.
The height is selected in such a way that only the TM0surface wave inside this substrate
is above cut-of. Surounding the antenna, there is a circular cavity of radiusrs=9.15mm
made of via-holes to avoid the propagation of this surface wave. The antenna is matched
to a 50ΩSMA connector via a microstrip stub with dimensionsLm=5.20mm(length of
stub) andwm=0.50mm(width of the stub). The dielectric substrate for the microstrip stub
has a thickness of hm=0.5mmand the same permitivityεr=2.2. The presented antenna
is similar to the one reported in [88] where a planar EBG was used to suppress the TM0
surface wave instead of the via-holes proposed in this configuration. At the botom of the
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Fig. II.4.2 Antenna geometry of the single element: top and side views of the printed antenna mi-
crostrip element: slot (ls,ws) in a via-hole based circular cavity (ρs) coupled to a dipole (lp,wp)and
excited via microstrip (lm,wm). (a). top view and (b). side view.
circular cavity, there is a slot excited via a microstrip line. The width and length of the slot
arews=0.79mmandLs=10.50mmrespectively . At the top of the cavity there is a dipole
of lengthLd=7.68mmand widthwd=0.20mmused to increase the frequency bandwidth of
theantennaandtoimprovethesymmetryoftheradiatedfieldinthemainplanes. The
optimal solution was selected with respect to the symmetry of the patern and the reflection
coefficient. In Figure II.4.3, the radiated field of the proposed antenna element is shown,
here the good rotational symmetry of the paterns is clearly observed.













Fig. II.4.3 Simulated radiation paterns of the aray element designed in PCB.
This element geometry wil be used as the building element in the reference aray as wel
as in the proposed leaky wave one. The benchmark case is composed of a 2x2 sub-aray with
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the elements placed at a distance ofλ0from each other (see Figure II.4.1.b). Instead, for the
proposed leaky wave approach, an inductive MTS at certain height hMTSas shown in Figure
II.4.1.b is located on top of the ground plane. Folowing the conclusions derived in Chapters
II.2 and II.3 we have designed the MST (dMTS=5.20mm,wMTS=1.05mm,hMTS=9.55mm)
equivalent to a dielectric superlayer withεr=10, in order to have a level of mutual coupling
between the aray elements at a distance of 2λ0of−20dB. Figure II.4.4 shows the reflection
coefficient S11for both aray elements. The benchmark one presents a very good matching
over a frequency band of more than 7%. The MTS one, instead, presents a smaler band-
width due to the resonant frequency behaviour of the leaky wave antennas. Nevertheless,
this bandwidth is sufficient for the considered application (i.e. 14.25-14.50GHz).
Figure II.4.4 also presents the directivity of the two designed aray elements as a func-
tion of the frequency. Due to its resonant behaviour, the directivity varies rapidly with the
frequency in the MTS case. Even so, the directivity for the MTS is larger than for the
benchmark in the frequency bandwidth of interest. The MTS and the benchmark present
significantly low values of cross-polarization. In both designs the level of cross-polarization
is at least 38dB below the co-polarization level in the entire band and this is considering not
the global maximum of each of them, but the value of co/cross polarization at the same angle
(we have considered angles up to 10degaccording to the scanning specifications). Indeed as
described in [122], the broadside radiation generated by leaky wave Fabry-Perot antennas

























Fig. II.4.4 Reflection coefficientS11and directivity for MTS leaky wave element (solid lines) com-
pared to the basic printed antenna element of the benchmark reference (dashed lines). The reflection
coefficient is shown in the left axis whilst the directivity is represented in the right one.
A two dimensional representation of the farfield in elevation and azimuth at 14.375GHz
is shown in Figure II.4.5 and II.4.6 for the benchmark and MTS aray elements, respec-
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tively. The plots shown in (a) and (b) are the radiated fields in the upper medium (i.e.
0≤θ≤90). Instead, the plots shown in (c) and (d) are the radiated fields in the lower
medium (i.e. 90≤θ≤180 or the back radiation). Also in the left part of each figure we can
find the co-polarized fields whilst in the right side we have the cross-polarized fields. As we
can see, the MTS antenna provides significant lower levels of cross polar component of the
field than the benchmark [122] as wel as lower front to back ratio. Figure II.4.7 shows the
radiated fields for both antenna elements in the H-plane at 14.375GHz as an example. We
can appreciate that the MST provides higher directivity, thanks to the leaky wave enhance-
ment and the lower front to back ratio. In the same Figure, the embedded patern for the
MTS case of the center element in a 5x5 aray configuration is also included. This element
embedded patern presents lower directivity due to the efect of the mutual coupling as de-
scribed in [43, 113]. Even if the directivity is reduced from the isolated case, the MST case
stil leads to a larger atenuation of the grating lobes that wil be present in the angular region
from 26degto 90degfor the considered scanning range when compared to the benchmark
case.
Fig. II.4.5 2D representation of the benchmark aray element radiation patern: (a). co-polarized and
(b). cross-polarized fields in the upper medium, (c). co-polarized and (d). cross-polarized fields in the
lower medium.
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Fig. II.4.6 2D representation of the MTS aray element radiation patern: (a). co-polarized and
(b). cross-polarized fields in the upper medium (c). co-polarized and (d). cross-polarized fields in the
lower medium.














Fig. II.4.7 H-Plane radiation patern of the benchmark and MTS based aray elements at the central
frequencies (including embedded patern of a 5x5 aray for the MTS case).
III.4.2 Phased array performances
In this section, we investigate the performances of a leaky wave thinned aray compared to
a thinned aray based on phasing sub-arays (seen in Figure II.4.1). We present ful wave
simulations caried out with CST MWS [95] of 7x7 phased arays scanning at broadside
and at the edge of the scanning range,θ=8.6deg, in both H- and E-planes. The aray
element phasing is at spacing of 2λ0for both cases. Due to the low mutual coupling in the
bechmark aray, the active reflection coefficients are wel matched in the entire band. For the
MTS aray, the active reflection coefficients are slightly moved to the left with respect to the
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impedance of the single element (seen in Figure II.4.4). Figure II.4.8 shows the simulated
active reflection coefficient for al the 49 aray elements at several scanning conditions. For
al the shown cases, the active reflection coefficients are wel-matched over the frequency
band of interested. The bandwidth of the benchmark is obviously larger due to the inherent
lower mutual coupling.
A two dimensional representation of the farfield in elevation and azimuth at the central
frequency, 14.375GHz, is shown in Figures II.4.9-II.4.11 for the three simulated scanning
conditions. The plots shown in (a) and (b) are the radiated fields in the upper medium for
the MTS and benchmark arays, respectively. Instead, the plots shown in (c) and (d) are the
radiated fields in the lower medium (back radiation). As we can see, the MTS based aray
provides higher atenuation of the grating lobes than the benchmark in al the cases.
Figures II.4.12 and II.4.13 show the embedded patern and the aray radiation paterns
for two scanning angles (at broadside and at scan angle ofθ=8.6deg) of both arays in the
H-plane at the central frequency. The embedded patern in the MTS case is calculated using
5x5 elements. In the benchmark case the element patern of the 2x2 sub-aray embedded
in an aray is basicaly the same than the isolated sub-aray because this antenna presents
a very low mutual coupling. The position of the nearest grating lobe for the benchmark at
broadside and at the maximum scanning angle is±90deg(i.e. because the inter-element dis-
tance at broadside in the sub-aray isλ0)and±20degrespectively. For the same situations
the grating lobes are at±30degand±20degfor the MTS aray. At broadside the nearest
grating lobe is atenuated 18.79dB (benchmark) and 19.31dB (MTS). Moreover a larger im-
provement in the suppression of the grating lobe can be clearly appreciated at the maximum
scanning angle (θ=8.6deg) thanks to the angular filtering of the MTS case respect to the
benchmark. There, the benchmark only leads to a 5dB atenuation of the grating lobe (i.e.
atenuation respect to the maximum directivity at this scanning angle) whilst the MTS leads
to 9.26dB.
To finalize, the performance analysis of the phased aray, we present the variation of
the main parameters as a function of the frequency for both the MTS based and benchmark
arays at the three scanning conditions previously studied. Figures II.4.14a and II.4.14d
show the frequency variation, for both arays, of the directivity (D), the gain (G), the grat-
ing lobe level (GL) and the front to back ratio (FB) at broadside. For al Figures the band
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(a) 7x7 MTS aray at broadside.











(b) 7x7 MTS aray atθ=8.6degin H-plane.











(c) 7x7 MTS aray atθ=8.6degin E-plane.











(d) 7x7 reference aray at broadside.











(e) 7x7 reference aray atθ=8.6degin H-plane.











(f) 7x7 reference aray atθ=8.6degin E-plane.
Fig. II.4.8 Active reflection coefficient calculated with CST for al of the 49 elements of the MTS and
benchmark phased arays at diferent scanning angles.
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Fig. II.4.9 Farfield in the upper (a)-(b) and lower (c)-(d) medium in a polar coordinate system of the
7x7 MTS (a)-(c) and benchmark (b)-(d) arays radiating at broadside.
Fig. II.4.10 Farfield in the upper (a)-(b) and lower (c)-(d) medium in a polar coordinate system of the
7x7 MTS (a)-(c) and benchmark (b)-(d) arays radiating at the scanning angleθ=8.6degin E-plane.
of interest is highlighted in gray. The grating lobe level (GL) is calculated as the difer-
ence between the maximum of the grating lobes and the maximum of the directivity. The
front to back ratio (FB) is the relationship between the maximum radiation in the lower
medium respect to the maximum in the upper medium. At broadside in the case of the
benchmark, the location of the grating lobe is at 90degbecause as mentioned before, the
inter-element distance in the sub-aray isλ0and they are al-in-phase for broadside radia-
tion. For this situation, the back lobe level is comparable to the grating lobe level. The MTS
aray, also at broadside, provides larger directivity, and both lower grating lobe and front to
back levels. Figures (II.4.14b-II.4.14e) and (II.4.14c-II.4.14f) show the same parameters
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Fig. II.4.11 Farfield in the upper (a)-(b) and lower (c)-(d) medium in a polar coordinate system of the
7x7 MTS (a)-(c) and benchmark (b)-(d) arays radiating at the scanning angleθ=8.6degin H-plane.















Fig. II.4.12 H-plane radiation patern for the 7x7 phased aray (MTS case) at broadside (dark solid
line) and at scanning angle ofθ=8.6deg(gray solid line) including also the 5x5 embedded patern
(dark dashed line).
but for the other two extreme scanning conditions. Also in those cases, the MTS based ar-
ray provides higher directivity and lower grating lobe level and front to back ratio. Over the
frequency band specified in the application scenario (i.e. 14.25GHz-14.50GHz) and for the
three scanning cases analyzed, the MTS aray always provides at least 1dB more gain than
the benchmark aray.
To summarize, table II.4.2 presents the directivity, gain, grating lobe level, side lobe
level and front to back ratio at the central frequency. The increase in the MTS gain is
associated to several facts: the reduction of the grating lobe and of the back radiation, and a
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Fig. II.4.13 H-plane radiation patern for the 7x7 benchmark aray at broadside (dark solid line) and
at scanning angle ofθ=8.6deg(gray solid line) including also the element patern (dark dashed line).
slight increase in the radiating area at the aray edges (see Figure II.4.1.a).
✘✘✘✘✘





















Table II.4.2 Main parameters of the 7x7 phased aray compared to the reference benchmark for the
three scanning angles at central frequency.
In the next Figures (II.4.15-II.4.16) the beam efficiency and the Front to Back effi-
ciency have been calculated for the 7x7 MTS aray antenna and compared to the benchmark
aray at broadside and at the maximum scanning angle for E- and H-plane. The beam ef-
ficiency is calculated by means of the eq(II.4.1) as a function of the frequency. Figure
II.4.16 represents how much power is radiated with respect to the back radiation. For these
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(a) MTS aray at broadside
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(b) MTS aray atθ=8.6degin the H-plane
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(c) MTS aray atθ=8.6degin the E-plane
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(d) Benchmark aray at broadside
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(e) Benchmark aray atθ=8.6degin the H-plane
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(f) Benchmark aray atθ=8.6degin the E-plane
Fig. II.4.14 Frequency analysis for the main parameters: directivity (D), gain (G), grating lobe (GL)
and front to back ratio (FB). D and G must be read on in the left side axis whilst GL and FB are
represented on the right axis.
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WhereΩAis the antenna solid angle (integral of the normalized power patern over 4π
stereoradians) andΩMBis the solid angle of the main beam up to the first nuls in the beam
patern (integral of the normalized power patern over the main beam).θ1is the angle for
the first nul andU(θ,φ)is the radiation intensity (power per unit solid angle).
η ef
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Fig. II.4.15 Beam efficiency as a function of the frequency (at broadside and at the maximum scanning
angle ofθ=8.6degin the H and E-planes). In dark-lines is represented the MTS aray design and in
gray-lines the reference benchmark aray antenna. The solid-line represents the beam efficiency at
broadside whilst square-line is the scan in the H-plane and the circle-line is the scan in the E-plane.
From these two Figures (II.4.15 and II.4.16) we can conclude that the MTS aray
presents a beter beam efficiency and front to back efficiency on the band of interest (gray
area) with respect to the reference benchmark composed of sub-arays.
Our study has demonstrated that a reduction of the grating lobes and an improved gain
of the sparse aray radiation patern are possible thanks to the angular filtering introduced
by a Fabry-Perot cavity.
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Fig. II.4.16 Front to Back efficiency as a function of the frequency (at broadside and at the maximum
scanning angle ofθ=8.6degin the H and E-planes). In dark-lines is represented the MTS aray design
and in gray-lines the reference benchmark aray antenna. The solid-line represents the front to back
efficiency at broadside whilst square-line is the scan in the H-plane and the circle-line is the scan in
the E-plane.
Chapter III.5
Leaky Wave Phased Arrays for
Isoflux Applications
In this chapter we show how LWAs can also be used to synthesize isoflux paterns of special
interest in satelite applications. The main chalenge in this preliminary study was the design
of phased arays in combination with LWAs that scan at very large pointing angles folowing
an isoflux mask.
III.5.1 Isoflux Applications
There is an increasing interest in antennas that scan over a large coverage area. These anten-
nas are used in satelite applications that are normaly located at low orbits. The radiation
paterns of such antennas should compensate the losses caused by the large scanning and the
diferent atenuation due to a diferent covered distance. Some examples of solutions have
been reported in the literature as for instance in [123] where simulation results with a choke
antenna are presented reaching almost 5dBof compensating losses when pointing to 40deg.
Other interesting work is presented in [124] where again a choke antenna is successfuly
measured reaching a 3dBof compensating losses for 63degwith 12dBof cross-polarization
level. On the other hand [125] shows a printed design using the FSS concept, which com-
pensates almost 5dBpointing to 50degand keeping the cross polarized field below 13dB
in the x-band. In this section we wil show a new approach based on the use of partialy
reflecting surfacesPRSor Fabry-Perot cavities to compensate the losses for large pointing
angles.
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A PRS is used to create a leaky wave radiating at large angles (i.e. 50-60deg). The goal
is to design an antenna that distributes a uniform power density over a very large angular
region caledisoflux paterncompensating the EOE (Edge of Earth) propagation losses as
wel as the pointing losses.
Al of the previous isoflux antenna designs have been based on large apertures to get
the isoflux profile and consequently they can not be used in a phased aray configuration.
In contrast the new design proposed here uses aPRSto create the isoflux profile and smal
antennas as feeders. This opens the possibility to extend the compensation of propagation
losses to phased arays.
In this application the inter-element distance wil be smaler than in the previous Chapter
and the distribution of the aray elements wil be in the form of a triangular latice. We wil
show the performance of an aray of 11x11 elements assuming linear polarization. The main
specifications given by EADS/CASA for this design are described in table II.5.1.
Scenario 2
Pointing angle θ=65degto 70deg
Inter-element spacing (patch) 0.5λ0and 0.7λ0
Frequency Band X-band and Ka-band
Element distribution Triangle latice
Phase and amplitude control 6 bits (amplitude and phase)
Polarization Linear or circular
Table II.5.1 Summary of the desired requirements.
Considering the previous table we assume that the reference scenario is an aray antenna
that wil be located on a LEO satelite (i.e. 160-2000 Km). Therefore, if al the angles have
the same importance the best solution would be to radiate the power in an homogeneous
distribution for the complete angular range. Hence, the antenna should counterbalance the
propagation losses enlarging the gain towards the directions where the path is longer (Figure
II.5.1).
In accordance with Figure II.5.1 the relation between satelite to Earth distance is [125]:
R2e=R2+(Re+h)2−2R(Re+h)cos(θ) (II.5.1)
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Fig. II.5.1 Geometrical description of a LEO satelite communication scenario.











whereRe∼=6371km,σ=(1+Re)andθe=sin−1(1/σ)−γ. The minimum angle (γ)
to see the satelite from the ground station is considered about 7degfor the minimum LEO
satelite heighth(i.e. 160 km). For satelite altitudes between 160 and 320 km the relevant
isoflux paterns are shown in Figure II.5.3.
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III.5.2 Design of an Isoflux LWA
Isoflux paterns can be obtained using a leaky wave antenna with a pointing direction ofθe
(the angle at which we want to compensate the propagation losses or the maximum scanning
angle). To this aim, a uniform LWA with several dielectric layers or MTS’s can be used. The
geometry of the proposed structure is shown in Figure II.5.2.
Fig. II.5.2 Geometry of the super-layer design.
In order to have a leaky wave pointing towardsθewith a PRS structure, according to [6]




The height of the cavity mainly controls the pointing angle and the heights of the super-
layers controls the directivity of the patern. However these heights must be optimized in
order to obtain the desired radiated field (because these equations do not have into account
the maximum compensation respect to broadside, symmetry of the paterns, etc.). As the
final shape of the radiated fields depends on the super-layer structure, it is also very con-
venient to use a source with low directivity (i.e. apertures around 0.5λ0). After obtaining
the radiation patern, the dispersion equation of the structure has to be solved to verify if
the design is feasible. Solving the dispersion equation enables us to know if surface waves
are created (and its propagation constant value) and if the atenuation constant of the leaky
wave leads to practical cases (i.e. meaning that those constants can not be too smal as
values close to zero imply too large antennas).
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The first step in our optimization method is to choose the number of layers (N) and use
the design equation (II.5.4) to calculate the initial values of the heights (seed) for arbitrary
values of the permitivity. After that the radiated fields are calculated through the Green’s
function from the equivalent transmission line model of the layered structure (see Appendix
B). This calculation is caried out with a Matlab home-made code for a smal antenna (i.e.
diameterd≤0.6λ0). The calculated fields are optimized in order to folow a desired angular
mask. A cost function can be used to adjust the radiated fields to the desired mask, as it is
explained in the folowing section.
Cost Function The goal is to point to a large angleθewhilst the isoflux patern exceeds a
lower limit on broadside. Figure II.5.3 shows the main distances that must be minimized in
order to obtain an arbitrary mask filter. Our mask has been adjusted according to the values
in Table II.5.1.
The patern to optimize is desired to be as symmetrical as possible. We consider a
maximum diference between the E- and H-planes of 1dB at the maximum scanning angle.
The cost function is composed of:
C1:The distanceashould be close to zero if the E- and H-planes have a radiation
patern pointing out toθe.
C2:The distancebis related to the maximum distance at broadside in the region ranged
between−θe<=θ<=θe,θin degrees. This distance/value is considered to be acceptable
if it is around 5dB.
C3:The distancecis related to therol−of fin the transition region (gray) and should
be as large as possible.
Moreover, the mathematical description of the cost function is as folows:
minimizei f(i)=kiCi=k1C1+k2C2+k3C3
subject to |ETMmax|−|ETEmax| ≤1dB,
(II.5.5)
Depending on the application we can control the constantkiin order to emphasize a
specific region of the patern. In our design, for example, we primarily focus on the cost
functionC1and the constraint|ETMmax|−|ETEmax| ≤1dB.
Single Antennas
We present first a ful study of a single antenna with linear polarization. This element is
composed of a Fabry Perot cavity excited by a circular printed antenna (i.e. double slot an-
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Fig. II.5.3 Objective function for a satelite ranging from 160km to 320km. The red line shows the
mask.θerepresents the maximum scanning angle.
tenna with radius of 0.3λ0, see Figure II.5.10.a) and four layers wil be used (N=4 according
to Figure II.5.2). This study has been made using a Matlab home-made code.
When using more than two layers the number of degrees of freedom is larger which
enables us to achieve masks like the one shown in Figure II.5.4. This Figure shows one of
the various masks that can be achieved with this type of structures. The main parameters
used in this design (henceforthiso f lux1) are presented in Table II.5.2
εr1 1.41 h1 0.57λ0
εr2 16.22 h2 0.06λ0
εr3 2.83 h3 0.08λ0
εr4 2.32 h4 0.11λ0
Table II.5.2 Main parameters of theiso f lux1design.
The interesting part of the mask presented here is that the solution of the dispersion
equation shows that the values of the propagation vector are properly feasible. That means
that the atenuation constant is not too smal (i.e.α/k0>0.01). In Figure II.5.5 we can see
the dispersion equation for the TM0mode as a function of the propagation vector. There
it can be seen that there is a surface wave close toβ/k0≈1.20. The exact values of the
propagation vector are shown in the Figure II.5.6, where the real and imaginary parts of the
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Fig. II.5.4Isoflux1design shows a flatered shape at broadside, a 9dBof compensating losses at
50deg, a very good rol-of at angles greater than 50degand symmetric H and E-planes.












Fig. II.5.5 TM0modes of the dispersion equation as a function of the normalized leaky wave wavevec-
tor.
LW-vector are solved for theTM/TEmodes as a function of the frequency.




Table II.5.3 Leaky wave wavevector at central frequency foriso f lux1design.
As shown in the table above, there exists a value of the propagation constant which is
related to the surface wave (i.e.kp(TM0)=1.20). However, as demonstrated in previous
studies this surface wave can be atenuated introducing a nul value in the spectral function
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Fig. II.5.6 Dispersion equation values of theiso f lux1design. A notable diference can be appreciated
between theTEandTMatenuation constant.
using as excitation a double slot with an approximate distance ofλTM0/2.
The operating frequency bandwidth of the antenna depends on the variation of the leaky
wave propagation constant with the frequency. In order to have a smaler variation in the
propagation constant of the main modes (TM and TE), a new design can be made with a
smaler values of permitivity in the superlayers. The main parameters used in this second
design (henceforthiso f lux2) are presented in Table II.5.4.
εr1 1.24 h1 0.6λ0
εr2 8 h2 0.1λ0
εr3 1.7 h3 0.09λ0
εr4 3.5 h4 0.06λ0
Table II.5.4 Main parameters of theiso f lux2design.
Figure II.5.7 shows the radiated fields in the main E and H planes for this second design.
In Figure II.5.8 we can see the dispersion equations for the TM0mode as a function of
the propagation vector. There it can be seen that there is a surface wave close toβ/k0≈1.07.
The exact values of the propagation vector are shown in Figure II.5.9, where the real and
imaginary parts of theLW-vector are solved for theTM/TEmodes as a function of the
frequency.
The values of the propagation vector for theiso f lux2design (at central frequency) are
presented in Table II.5.5.
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Fig. II.5.7Isoflux2shows a flatered shape at broadside, a 5dBof compensating losses at 50deg,
good rol-of at angles greater than 50degand symmetric H and E-planes.















Table II.5.5 Leaky wave wavevector at central frequency for theiso f lux2design.
CST validation of the multilayer dielectric designs
Regarding the validation with the ful wave simulator CST [95] we consider a single antenna
element which is a dielectric superlayered structure over a printed double-slot design (see
Figure II.5.10). The dielectric structure is composed of four layers of which one is the
antenna cavity and three are the dielectric superlayers. The simulated structure has a circular
geometry with a radius of 15λ0to reduce the non-coherent interference from the edges
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Fig. II.5.9 Dispersion equation values of theiso f lux2design. A notable diference can be appreciated
between theTEandTMatenuation constant.
associated to the residual surface wave. Figure II.5.10.a also shows that an absorber at
the edge of the circular aperture is added in the simulations to suppress the residual edge
radiation. In Figure II.5.10.b the basic printed antenna (superior view) is also shown. It
consists of a couple of semi-circular slots fed with a stripline. As mentioned, these slots
at a distance ofλTM0/2 help to reduce the surface wave. The circular cavity is limited by
vias which eliminate the surface waves in the substrate and are located over a circle with
a diameter of 0.6λ0. This surface wave is diferent from the SW excited in the cavity of
the LWA. The angleαhas been fixed at a value ofα=44deg. Besides, a lateral view of
the structure can be seen in the Figure II.5.10.c where the stripline feeds each slot and the
ground plane (below the stripline) eliminates the back radiation.
The existence of the surface wave in the cavity of the LWA alters the radiation patern
while resulting in a power loss of the system. Figure II.5.11 shows the electric field inside
the leaky wave cavity. We can see that the field atenuates along the radial direction, and only
some residual part of the field arives to the absorber, mainly around the 45degdirections.
Figure II.5.12 shows the radiated field in the main planes for theiso f lux1design. There
we can see that the H-plane is compensating about 9dB whilst the E-plane almost 6dB. The
patern barely presents a ripple towards broadside. This ripple is the efect of the residual
surface wave and wil be increased when the absorber is removed. The diference between
the main H- and E-planes of around 3dB in Figure II.5.12 respect to the theoretical fields
shown in Figure II.5.4, is explained by the inclusion of the double slot iris. This comparison
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Fig. II.5.10 Parameters of the single antenna element:f0=8.2GHz. The diameter of the aperture is
fixed to 0.6λ0and it is limited by vias. The diameter distance between the slots is set tod=2ρ=
λTM0/2 for each design.
Fig. II.5.11 Aperture fields inside the first cavity atz=h1/2 for theiso f lux1design with absorber.
is shown in Figure II.5.13. This iris reduces the surface wave in the cavity layer (and thus
the ripple) but also reduces the maximum directivity at the E-plane.
A sensitive fact over this kind of structures is that the atenuation constant is inversely
proportional to the maximum scan angle (i.e. for broadside is aroundα/k0=0.15 and for
50degits value is aroundα/k0=0.05), this means that larger pointing angles require larger
antenna in order to atenuate the leaky wave. When the absorber is removed we must find
the optimum length of the antenna in order to reduce the reflections inside the cavity caused
by the remaining surface wave. The dimension of the slots have also been changed to match
the reflection coefficient. On the other hand, the calculated radiation efficiency is 96%.
Figure II.5.14 shows the fields inside the cavity whilst Figure II.5.15.a shows how
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Fig. II.5.12 Radiated fields of the dielectric iris structure with absorber foriso f lux1design. The
distance between slots isλTM02 =0.83λ0atf0=8.2GHz.
















Fig. II.5.13 Radiated fields in the main planes foriso f lux1theoretical versus simulated in CST.
the reflection coefficient has a good matching over only 4%. There we can see how the
reflections increase without the absorber. These reflections impact the ripple of the radiated
fields as seen in Figure II.5.15.b.
Fig. II.5.14 Aperture fields inside the first cavityz=h1/2 for theiso f lux1design without absorber.
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Fig. II.5.15 Reflection coefficient and radiated fields in the main planes for theiso f lux1design with-
out absorber.
The frequency behavior of theiso f lux1design is shown in Figure II.5.16. This Figure
presents the variation of the radiation patern in the main H- and E-planes. Here we show a






























(b) Frequency behavior in the E-plane
Fig. II.5.16 Frequency behavior of the radiated fields in the main (a). H- and (b). E-planes for the
iso f lux1design without absorber. Here we show a band of 1GHz (7.7GHz-8.7GHz).
From these two Figures a variation of±1dB and±2dB in the main H- and E-planes, can
be observed. For this frequency band the maximum variation of the pointing angle is 6deg
for both planes. As the required band is around 4.9% (8-8.4GHz), this solution is suitable
to be used in this scenario.
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The validation on CST of theiso f lux2design is shown in Figure II.5.17. As it can
be seen the reflection coefficient is wel macthed over a 5% of the frequency band as this
design is less resonant than theiso f lux1.Aswelasfortheiso f lux1design the double slot
iris impacts on the maximum directivity of the antenna in the E-plane. Despite this, the
validated fields on CST agree wel with the theoretical calculated fields.
For this design, the radiation efficiency is 99.6%.



























Fig. II.5.17 Reflection coefficient and radiated field in the main planes for theiso f lux2design without
absorber.
III.5.3 Performance evaluation of isoflux LW phased ar-
rays
As discussed in the preceding section it is possible to make an individual antenna where
the field is radiating with isoflux profile. In the curent section our goal is to known if
an aray made of those elements with a smal inter-element distance would also be able to
compensate the propagation losses.
The first thing we need to check is the embedded radiation patern, as the smal inter-
element distance for sure wil afect the isolated radiation patern. To this aim the embedded
patern is obtained feeding the central element whilst the other elements of a 5x5 phased
aray are switched-of. The geometry used (an hexagonal latice) in the active aray is
shown in Figure II.5.19.b and the inter-element distance has been fixed to 0.6λ0. Figure
II.5.18a shows how the high level of mutual coupling impacts on the embedded patern
for theiso f lux1design. This alteration in the radiated field is also increased by the high
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values of the permitivity of PRS that we have used in the multilayer structure. In Figure
II.5.18a only around 3dBof compensation from broadside respect to the maximum scan
angle (i.e. 50deg) is achieved. This diference with the isolated patern strongly depends
on the inter-element spacing (i.e. 0.6λ0), and consequently it is not possible to reduce this
negative efect on the radiated fields. In theiso f lux2casewecannotfindamuchbeter
compensated embedded patern (see Figure II.5.18b). On the contrary we can see around





























Fig. II.5.18 Embedded patern in the main E and H-planes for theiso f lux1andiso f lux2designs
without absorber for a 5x5 phased aray.
Scan Blindness and Grating Lobes In the aray scenario, the scan blindness is an unde-
sired efect related to the surface wave whilst the grating lobe is related to the inter-element
distance and the latice of the aray. These two undesired efects can be seen in a spectral
representation of the(kx,ky)(Figures II.5.20-II.5.23), where the solid line represents the
grating lobe boundary (i.e. the parametric equation isk20=k2x+k2y) whilst the dashed line
represents the scan blindness boundary (i.e. withkρ(TM0)2=k2x+k2y). The gray circles
represent the spectral distance to the other aray elements (the number of gray circles de-
pends on the aray latice). The representation on these figures is easy to understand, if there
is an intersection of the gray circles with the dashed-line, this aray configuration for this
stratified media has scan blindness in the intersection angles. On the other hand, if the gray
circles have also intersection with the solid lines, the aray configuration has grating lobes
in the specified angles.
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Fig. II.5.19 Main parameters of the basic reference antenna in a periodic scenario to calculate the
active impedance. (a). periodic cel. (b). triangular latice. (c). lateral view of layered structure. The
length and the width of the dipole isld=10.56mmandwd=0.68mmand for the slotls=13.07mm
andwd=0.75mmrespectively. The permitivity of the susbtrates for the basic antenna (without taking
into account the stratified media) isεrsubs=1.5. The height of the susbtrate layer between the dipole
and slot ishm=3mmwhilst the height of the substrate between the slot and the ground plane is
hs=1mm. In the middle of the this last layer there is a stripline feeding the slot.
As the inter-element distance in the hexagonal latice is smal enough, there is not grating
lobe in bothiso f lux1andiso f lux2design (i.e. the gray circles do not have intersection
with the solid line) as it can be seen in Figures II.5.21 and II.5.23. For the firstiso f lux1
design there is a surface wave forβTM0=1.2 and the lower scan blindness angle appears
atθ=48.99φ=−30.33 (see Figure II.5.20). For the secondiso f lux2designthereare
not scan blindness angles intersecting the circle of diameter 1.07 (i.e. dashed line) due to
the smaler propagation constant. This can be seen in Figure II.5.22. As there are not scan
blindness angles for theiso f lux2, the geometry of the active aray element does not have
to include the double slot iris (the efect of the surface wave does not alter the radiation
patern). We have chosen a geometry simpler than the single element geometry (a dipole
fed by a slot instead the double slot iris) and as it is shown in Figure II.5.19.
Active Array Performances
The active aray performance of theiso f lux1design, has resulted in poor matching of the
active impedance and also in the existence of a scan blindness angle within the scanning
angular range. These results foriso f lux1design are omited for brevity. For theiso f lux2




















































Fig. II.5.23 Grating lobe foriso f lux2design.
design, we obtain a level of mutual coupling as it is shown in Figure II.5.24a. Although
this level is more than -20dB and the embedded patern is diferent from the isolated patern
it is not possible to reduce it because we cannot further increase the inter-element distance
without adding grating lobes. Also in Figure II.5.24b, the active reflection coefficient of
the 11x11 elements of a phased aray at broadside are presented.
The active reflection coefficient of the 11x11 elements of a phased aray for several
scanning angles (detailed in the figure caption) are shown in Figure II.5.25. In al these
scanning angles the active impedance presents a reasonably good agreement with the reflec-
tion coefficient of the isolated element considering the large scanning range.
The embedded patern and the aray radiation patern for the selected scanning angles
for the H-plane are represented al in the same Figure II.5.26. From this Figure, we can con-
clude that the isoflux aray patern folows the shape of the embedded patern. This means
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(a) Mutual coupling level














(b) Active reflection coefficient at broadside
Fig. II.5.24 Mutual coupling level for an 11x11 phased aray and active reflection coefficients at
broadside.
that if we want to compensate at larger angles, we have to analyticaly include the embedded
patern (in the aray configuration) and optimize this instead of the isolated patern as we
have done here. This is a future line of this work.
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Fig. II.5.25 Active reflection coefficients for an 11x11 phased aray, in four diferent scanning angles
at the two main planes.
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Firstly, in this second part of the thesis we have rigorously compared the performances of
LWAs based on dielectric superlayers with LWAs based on inductive and capacitive MTS
by imposing an equivalence in terms of the fundamental TE/TM modes. This equivalence
ensures that the three antennas have comparable frequency bandwidths and levels of mutual
coupling if they were to be used in aray configurations. We have found the inductive MTS
to be the best performing solution since it leads s a higher rol-of of the radiation patern as a
consequence of the intrinsic suppression of the radiation from the spurious TM leaky-wave
mode. This suppression is demonstrated rigorously with simple and controlable closed
form formulas. Numerical ful wave analysis and experiments have confirmed the theory
showing an improved gain of more than 1dB with the same frequency band of operation.
This improvement is especialy interesting for its use in thinned phased arays and single
beam focal plane arays at ka-band satelite applications.
Secondly it has also been shown how the highest gain of thinned arays integrated with
dielectric superlayers acting as angular filters of the grating lobes is obtained when the mu-
tual coupling levels are in the order of -20dB. By considering the single antenna radiation
patern, one can conclude that the use of larger dielectric constant alows a higher rol of
and therefore larger grating lobe atenuation. However the impact of the increased mutual
coupling limits the theoretical achievable atenuation and reduces the aray gain. As an ex-
ample we have designed enhanced phased aray with a dielectric constant ofεr=8 showing a
2.2dB increased gain over the whole 5% frequency band and the considered scanning range,
with respect to a conical horn phased aray. This enhanced phased aray with a periodicity
of 1.5λ0presents grating lobe values lower than 10dB with respect to the maximum at the
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edges of both the scanning range and the frequency band.
Thirdly we have presented a practical implementation of a leaky wave thinned phased
aray with enhanced scanning properties. Our study demonstrates that a reduction of the
grating lobes and an improved gain of the sparse aray radiation patern are possible thanks
to the angular filtering introduced by a Fabry-Perot cavity. The presented aray was made
in PCB technology and integrated with an inductive MTS superlayer. A ful study of the
performances of the 7x7 phased aray antenna for several scanning angles is presented and
compared with a reference solution based on 2x2 sub-arays. This study shows the improved
gain, directivity, grating lobe level, side lobe level, front to back ratio and beam efficiency
as a function of the frequency for the leaky wave enhanced phased aray.
Finaly, we have designed leaky wave antennas with isoflux radiation paterns, based
on the use of multilayer structures. After that due to the simple geometry of PRS and the
smal size of the elementary antenna, this isoflux concept has been easily extended to aray
configuration using the two designed individual antennas. With a proper design (i.e. a smal
interelement spacing must be chosen, in our case 0.6λ0in an hexagonal latice) the grating
lobe and the scan blindness are avoided in the scanning range (i.e.−50deg≤θ≤50deg).
As a consequence of this smal interelement spacing, the active impedance is mismatched
for large incident angles. Moreover the mutual coupling has also a strong negative impact on
the embedded paterns and the isoflux concept has not been successfuly demonstrated for a
phased aray. In the future, a new study must be done in order to find how to minimize the
mutual coupling. This can be done by modifying the optimization tool in order to include
the impact of the mutual coupling in the embedded patern.
Part IV
Conclusions and Future Lines

Conclusions
Along this PhD dissertation, diferent leaky wave antenna solutions have been investigated
with the purpose of providing new designs with improved performances for diferent scenar-
ios. Considering this, the thesis covers two important topics, one oriented to antennas that
provide focusing in the near-field (periodic LWAs) and the other to far-field designs mainly
related to aray configuration for space applications (uniform LWAs).
The first topic is adressed in Part I of the thesis. There the proposed novel holographic
antenna opens to a new variety of microwave focusing devices which are highly efficient,
extremely simple, and low-cost, and that provide the interesting capability of frequency
adjustment of the focal length (steering). This interesting frequency response has been
accurately and efficiently predicted by the proposed theory for modulated leaky modes,
and it might be useful for microwave imaging, sensing and heating applications. Compared
to electronicaly scanned focused antennas, frequency scanning provides a much simpler
mechanism to steer the focus and with a very reduced cost. The method reported here
(Chapter 3) directly synthesizes the radiated fields from the arbitrary fields imposed over
the antenna aperture. The computational cost of the dispersion matrix is equal for any size
of the antenna making this method suitable for large antennas. A more symmetrical focal
region is demonstrated for radialy-polarized antennas compared to the circularly-polarized
antennas. This characteristic is studied as a function of the Fresnel Number. This method
has the drawback that does not alow a good control of the polarization because of the use
of a continuous slit instead of several discrete perpendicular slots, and as a result specialy
the transversal-circular polarization is rigorously obtained only on the antenna axis. The
methodology was used to design, manufacture and measure two prototypes that are able
to focus in near-field, one with transversal-circular polarization and another one with radial
polarization. Both of them present good agreement between the theoretical and experimental
results.
The second important topic aforded on this work deals with far-field applications and
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it is addressed in Part I. Particularly the capability of this kind of antennas to do far-field
beam shaping is analyzed. Initialy diferent types of PRS were studied (inductive, capaci-
tive and dielectric), demonstrating that inductive strip grid based MTSs alow to obtain the
more directive radiation patern because they do not support the propagation of the TM0
spurious mode. A study of the main radiation parameters in the frequency bandwidth is
conducted. Al results have been verified by the fabrication and measurement of two pro-
totypes (dielectric slot and inductive strip grid based MTS LWA). Afterwards dealing with
aray applications, we have studied how the mutual coupling in arays made with this type
of antennas impacts the active impedance and the rol of of the embedded paterns. These
LWAs were used as aray elements to achieve the grating lobe angular filtering in a phased
aray leaky wave antenna. We showed that antenna elements based on dielectric superlayers
leading to mutual coupling levels smaler than -20dB do not sufer from a significant loss of
directivity in the embedded patern or a loss of gain in the phased aray.
These two previous ideas (inductive strip grid based MTS does not support the TM0spu-
rious mode and the maximum mutual coupling should be less than -20dB) were combined
to design a thinned LW phased aray in PCB technology for angular filtering using an in-
ductive strip grid based MTS as PRS. This design demonstrated higher performance of this
antenna respect to the classical aray composed of subarays. The results were presented
for several scanning angles in the entire frequency band. The specifications for this design
were given by the research project1funded by EADS CASA. Two prototypes to verify this
results are curently in manufacturing process.
At the end of Part I we also demonstrate that it is possible to design isoflux antennas
with a smal basic antenna as a feeder and adding a Fabry-Perot cavity. Several designs
for aray element have been presented, and ful wave simulations have been successfuly
reported showing quite symmetrical fields with the main lobe pointing towards large angles.
The chalenge in this preliminary study was to point at large angles, trying to do the isoflux
mask of a phased aray with a LWA. To solve this issue a substrate diferent to air had to be
used in the Fabry-Perot cavity. Unfortunately, this alows the propagation of surfaces waves
(SW) inside the cavity, that wil destroy the performance in aray scenario.
In al the presented designs, due to the large scanning range the interlement distance
was less thanλ0and as a consequence, the active impedance is very hard to match and
the mutual coupling has a strong impact on the embedded patern. Nevertheless, some
interesting results have been also obtained in this final part of the Thesis.
1“Diseño de Agrupaciones de Antenas con Filtros Angulares Realizados Mediante Estructuras Periódicas Se-
lectivas en Frecuencia”, EADS CASA ESPACIO (ECE), 2012-2013
Future Lines
There are many opportunities for extending the work that has been developed along this
Thesis. This section presents some of these possible future directions.
Concerning Part I of the Thesis, the work on holographic LWAs needs to be extended
to find out a way to alow the arbitrary control of the polarization. This is not an easy task
because both TE and TM modes should be modulated simultaneously instead of only the
TEM mode. This can be addressed by increasing the substrate thickness so that both TE1
and TM1can propagate. An appropriate combination of dipoles and slots to modulate these
modes on the main azimuthaly planes should be defined. Then a similar procedure for
synthesis that the one developed in this thesis (i.e. Chapter I.2) could be applied.
A second line of research, related to some of the results of Part II, in particular to
Chapter II.2, is to investigate more complex geometries of MTS, to be used with circularly
polarized feeds or even to create circularly polarized fields from a linearly polarized source
by using the geometry of the FSS. It wil be also of interest to design other more complex
MTS that does not support the spurious TM0mode and can be used for other purposes:
circular polarization, dual band or reconfigurability.
May be one of the most important research lines opened after the thesis is to study
how to reduce the mutual coupling between elements in a phased leaky wave aray. This
wil alow the use of more reflective PRSs in order to increase the directivity without a
considerable loss in the bandwidth. Even more this reduction in the mutual coupling would
be also very useful to improve the results of Chapter II.5. One of the designs shown in
that chapter presents a good matching for al the scanning angles but the strong mutual
coupling impacts on the embedded patern and the design loses the good performance of the
isolated patern. It must be taken into account that in these isoflux designs the inter-element
distances can not be increased due to the grating lobes and the large scanning angles. Other





In this appendix we present how to synthesize holographic antennas (as the ones studied in
Part I) using an optimization procedure derived from the solution of the dispersion equation.
This methodology presented here alows the synthesis in a discrete geometry of any arbitrary
field distribution (as the ones shown in Chapters I.3 and I.4). These fields are focused on
the near-field with circular or radial polarization. As it was described in Chapter I.2, we first
have to define some parameters to synthesize an arbitrary field (i.e. constants like the height
h, permitivityεrof the substrate, the central frequency f0, the radiation efficiencyηef f,
etc.). Overal we have to build a matrix that relates the geometry (width of the slot or stripw
and the periodP, see Figure I.2.4) of the LWA with the propagation constant (atenuationα
and phaseβ) for each point in the aperture of the planar antenna. We must first fix the period
P, and change the slot’s widthwfor several values and solve the dispersion equation. After
that we update a diferentPand changewagain in a range of values. In order to solve the
dispersion equation we use a method of moments MoM as it is described in [18]. The result
is a dispersion matrix that relates the physical geometry(P,w)with the LW propagation
vector (α,β). At the end the dispersion matrix is interpolated in order to refine it for other
values ofPandw. After the generation of the dispersion matrix we perform an optimized
search of the theoretical values on it.
A.1 Geometry Synthesis Algorithm
Lets summarize in detail the steps to synthesize a geometry with the folowing algorithm.
1. Obtain the dispersion matrix in a range of values forP,w. These values are related to
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αandβ(see Figure I.2.4). We have to obtain values with 0≤α,β≤1. The variation
ofPorwchanges the value ofαandβat the same time.
2. Create two functions @alpha and @beta that lead to know the theoretical values of
α,βrequired over the aperture of the desired design (see eq I.2.5 and eq I.2.6).
These two functions are function of theφangle, the radiusρand the arbitrary con-
stantsηef f,Ln,etc.
3. Verify the maximum and minimum values of the dispersion matrix. These must be
bounded by the theoretical boundaries of the design. We have to lock bang gap zones
(forward or backward zones depend on the own design).
4. Interpolate the matrix in order to increase the resolution.
5. Generate the theoreticalαandβ(using @alpha and @beta) to initial valuesρ=Ro
andφ=0.
6. Find the theoretical (αandβ) in the dispersion matrix. To minimize the eror, we can




Where “a” and “b” are the actual values in the dispersion matrix related to the geomet-
rical structure(P,w). The eror variable controls the accuracy in the radiation angle
at the expense of the accuracy in theαvariable (related to the radiation efficiency).
7. Obtain the best value forP,wassociated to theoreticalαandβthat causes minimum
eror. After that, we have to update the angleφ. This variable contains the polar-
ization’s information of the design in the focal region. For example if the chosen
polarization is circular the ratioρwil be (for linear polarization this variableφis
discrete: 0, 2π,4π..):
ρ(φ)=R0+λSWφ2π (A.1)
Note: Because the algorithm is a function ofφthe discretization process can be made
as “continuous” as we like.
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8. Repeat this process until the value ofρreaches the maximum (i.e. maximum diameter
of the design,Ln).
The most important consideration in this procedure is that the variation ofφrepresents
smal changes inαandβand consequently(P,w)wil have smooth transitions. Figure A.1
shows how changes inφrepresent an increase ofρand ire responsible for the circular polar-
ization (ifρis constant, we have linear polarization). This procedure is easier to understand
with the help of Figure A.1, where a spiral is drawn over the aperture as a consequence of
the circular polarization. Red points over the spiral line are the angles where the procedure
has been synthesized (in this case the spiral is more “continuous” for smaler values ofρ).
R0 φ
Fig. A.1 Spiral generated as a function ofρandφ

Appendix B
Green’s Function of Planar
Stratified Dielectric Media
This appendix summarizes how to calculate the SGF associated to an arbitrary number of
planar dielectric layers (stratified dielectric media) as wel as the inclusion of a single MTS
layer. This SGF is derived by solving the coresponding equivalent transmission line prob-
lem. The curent and voltage generators of the transmission line are associated to elementary
dipole or slot, respectively. This SGF is used for calculating the fields radiated by planar
antennas in the presence of these stratifications as wel as to impose the relevant dispersion
equations.
B.1 Spectral Green’s Function
The SGF is only reported here for the electrical field created by a magnetic or an electric
curent in a stratified media, for other cases see [18]. We consider the source oriented in the
xorydirection and the stratified media is alongz. As the SGF depends on line voltages and
curents in the equivalent transmission line model, we consider a grounded slab (εr,h) as it
is shown in Figure B.1. For both elementary sourceszrepresents the position of the source
(in the first casez=0 and in the second onez=h), andk2p=k2x+k2y.
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Fig. B.1 An electric source placed at the dielectric-air interface and a magnetic source at the ground
plane of a grounded slab.







Here the superscriptserepresents the desired electric field and the sourcescan be a
magneticmor electricjcurent respectively. The dyadic SGF associated to electricEfield

















WhereVTM,VTE,ITM,ITE,ZTM,ZTM, are the voltages, curents and impedances so-
lution of the equivalent transmission line (see Figure B.2) as a function the TE and TM
impedances (ZTMi=ηkzikiandZTEi=ηkikzi). The magnetic curent is represented by a uni-
tary series voltage generator.
The dyadic SGF associated to the electricEfield when an electric curentj(x,y,z)is




















In this case the electric curent is represented by a unitary paralel curent generator
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Fig. B.2 Equivalent transmission line to be solved for the case of a single stratification of heighth
above a ground plane: magnetic source.
placed atz=h(see Figure B.3).
Fig. B.3 Equivalent transmission line to be solved for the case of a single stratification of heighth
above a ground plane: electric source.
B.2 Solutions of the equivalent transmission line
Using the circuit theory we can know the line voltage and curent in any point of a stratified
media as it is shown in Figure B.4.a. This is possible by imposing the adequate boundary
conditions with the defined excitation source.
In the folowing steps we wil show the process to solve n-layer dielectric and MTS
structures.
B.2.1 N-Dielectric Layers
Consider an n-layered stratified media as it can be seen in Figure B.4a.
Thereλ0= cf0,k0=2πλ0,ζ0=120π,ζ= ζ0√εr,k=k0
√εr,kp= k2x+k2yandkz=
k2−k2p,wherekzis the LW propagation vector that depends on(kx,ky). The modal
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(a) (b)
Fig. B.4 (a). Geometry and (b). equivalent transmission line model of the dielectric stratified media.
impedance can be defined asZTM=ζkzkandZTE=ζkkz. Now we can calculate the re-
flection coefficient in each section as a function of the characteristic impedances and input
impedances:
Γn−1=Zin(n)−Zn−1Zin(n)+Zn−1 (B.4)
In the case of n=N,Zin(N)=ZNin other case,Zin(n)=ZnZin(n+1)+jZntan(kznhn)Zn+jZin(n+1)tan(kznhn). Reminding
thatVN−=0 and by Kirchhof’s circuit law, the line voltage and curent in each layer
assuming lossless media is:
mVn(kp,z) = Vn+e−jkznz+Vn−ejkznz (B.5)
mIn(kp,z) = 1Zn(V
n+e−jkznz−Vn+ejkznz) (B.6)
The relation between incident and reflected wave alows to find:
Vn−1−=Γn−1Vn−1+e−j2kzn−1hn−1 ∀n 2≤n≤N (B.7)
At the end:






V1− is found with eq B.7. The voltage amplitude in then+1 medium is obtained by







AgainVn+1−is found with eq B.7 and the complete incident and reflected voltage in the
n-layer is found by eq B.6. Thus the final voltage and curent as a function of the distancez
is:




For the MTS structure we can apply the same previous steps: from the MTS stratified media
structure, we can represent the transmission line model (see Figure B.5). Here we have
represented a practical model of a MTS with two layers (for example, Foam and Kapton) as
mechanical substrate to support the metasurface.
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Fig. B.5 Equivalent transmission line model for a practical MTS stratified media.
The voltages and curents as a function of the distance can be known by
mV1(kp,z) = V1+e−jkz1z+V1−ejkz1z (B.12)
mI1(kp,z) = 1Z1(V
1+e−jkz1z−V1−ejkz1z) (B.13)
mV2(kp,z) = V2+e−jkz2z (B.14)
mI2(kp,z) = 1Z2(V
2+e−jkz2z) (B.15)
Zin2=Zg|Z2,andZg,Z2depend onkx,ky.Zgis an imaginary impedance that is designed
with the Tretyakov model [126]. The modal impedances are similarly defined (see eq B.7
and eq B.8). The reflection coefficient and the input impedance can be then calculated by:
Γ1=Zin(2)−Z1Zin(2)+Z1 (B.16)
Zin(1)=Z1Zin(2)+jZ1tan(kz1hFSS)Z1+jZin(2)tan(kz1hFSS) (B.17)



















These voltages and curent lines wil be useful to solve the spatial and spectral Green’
function required to calculate the radiated near- and far-field.

Appendix C
Calculation of the Radiated Far
and Near-Fields
In this appendix we show how to calculate the far- and near-field of a planar antenna em-
bbeded in a planar stratified medium.
The electric fieldEradiated by a generic volumetric curent density can be calculated





Due to the planar geometry of the antennas studied in this thesis, the curent distribution
is defined over a surface domain at a certain quote in the stratification. Figure C.1 shows
the considered study case. Overal the observation pointPcan be located in any region
of the space, but depends on this region, the field wil have a diferent dependence of the
distancer. In the near- field region (i.e. whenr≤λ/π) the field has radial components and
can not be represented as a propagating wave whilst in the far-field (i.e. whenr λ/π)the
radiated field has only transverse components and thus it can be represented as a propagating
spherical wave. This means that the Green’s function has in general terms in(kR)−1,(kR)−2
and(kR)−3 but in the far-field, for whichR λ, only the terms with(kR)−1 survive. On
the other hand, the dominant terms in the near-field, for whichR λ, are the terms with
(kR)−3 whilst the terms with(kR)−2 dominate the intermediate-field atR≈λ.
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Fig. C.1 Superficial curent density over a planar antenna. To calculate the far-fields, we consider
R r
For the case of planar antennas embedded in a stratified media, the Green’s function is
only know analyticaly in the spectral domain [17]. Therefore the electric field radiated by
the antenna can be conveniently expressed as the inverse Fourier transform of the product
between the spectral Green’s function (SGF) (see appendix B) and the Fourier transform
(FT) of these curent distributions. In rectangular coordinates the expression to calculate the







Where Ges(kx,ky,z,z)is the spectral Green’s function for a sources(magneticmor
electricjcurent).S(kx,ky)represents the Fourier Transform of the excitation curent.
Depending on the nature of our design, we wil be interested to find the near- or far-field
(second and third part of this thesis respectively). In order to properly solve the integral
equation (eq C.2) we have to derive the proper approximations, as it is shown in the next
two sections.
C.1 Far-Field Calculation
The far-field can be approximated from eq C.2, using the convolution of the Dyadic Green’s
function of the stratified media with the magnetic or electric source distribution. An asymp-
totic evaluation can be done if one multiplies and divides eq C.2 bye−jkzzkz so it can assumed
that(kzGem(kx,ky,z,z)S(kx,ky)e−jkzz)has a slow variation aroundkx,kyin the surounding
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Now changing the coordinate system from rectangular to spherical:
Eθ = Ex·cosθ·cosφ+Ey·cosθ·sinφ−Ez·sinθ (C.5)
Eφ = −Ex·sinφ+Ey·cosφ (C.6)
Due toR r, the radiated far-field does not depend on the origin of the coordinate
system. In fact as the observation point is located far away from the origin|R|→+∞,the
curent distribution can be seen as a punctual concentrated charge.
C.2 Near Field Calculation
On the opposite side when we consider the near-field, the position of each curent element
Jiis determinant, as it can seen in Figure C.2. This can be interpreted because the tensor
Rdepends on the considered element curentJiand the resulting field is the summation of
al the elementary curent contributions. As a consequence of this fact the spatial Green’s
function are more convenient for this case, although this has a problem because this is not
analyticaly in a stratified medium. However, due to the kind of antennas studied in this
thesis (i.e. Part II, Chapters I.2-I.4) there is a simple way to calculate the radiated near-
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Fig. C.2 Radiated near-field by a superficial electric curent density.
fields. For holographic antennas, we have approximated the field distribution on the antenna
aperture (i.e. just above the radiating slots) by a leaky distribution, (eq I.2.18- I.2.20).
Moreover, in general, the radiation of any directive antenna could be related to an equivalent
magnetic curent distribution defined just above the antenna (or dielectric stratification) and
radiating in free space. When this equivalent curent over the antenna is known, we can use
the spatial Green’s function in the free space (this is analyticaly known) in order to find
the radiated near-fields. In the near field the electric field can be calculated by using the




WhereRis the unit vector between the diferential curent contribution and the obser-
vation point as shown in Figure C.2. Other more general way of doing it (when the fields
over the aperture of the antenna are unknown or time-consuming to calculate them) consists
on the pre-tabulation of the Green’s function in the space domain (further details of this
procedure can be found in [18]).
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Resumen
El objetivo principal de esa tesis es presentar soluciones innovadoras para realizar conforma-
ción de haz con antenas tipoLeaky Wave. Estas antenas son conocidas por ser de bajo coste,
fáciles de diseñar y tener alta ganancia. Los campos de aplicación de este tipo de antenas
son muy variados y pueden ir desde aplicaciones en campo cercano (antenas holográficas)
hasta campo lejano (aplicaciones para satélites de bajas y altas órbitas). En particular para
antenas en campo cercano, esta tesis propone el uso de antenasLeaky Waveperiódicas para
sintetizar diagramas de radiación que focalizan el campo concentrándolo en un punto con
una polarización predeterminada. Se investiga el impacto de los distintos tipos de polar-
ización (circular y lineal) en la forma de la región focal, así como la habilidad de este tipo
de antenas para desplazar el foco en función de la frecuencia. Ambos fenómenos se estu-
dian a través de varios diseños y con las medidas de dos prototipos construidos. En campo
lejano se consideran dos escenarios. En el primero se presenta un estudio para satélites
geoestacionarios donde agrupaciones de antenas con grandes periodicidades son útiles para
cubrir unos pocos grados. Por el contrario, el segundo escenario se centra en una aplicación
de satélite para baja órbita. Aquí es recomendable utilizar una agrupación de antenas con
periodicidad menor queλpara poder cubrir grandes ángulos. En estos dos escenarios las
antenasLeaky Waveuniformes son muy adecuadas ya que permiten que las áreas de los
diferentes elementos de la agrupación de antenas se solapen. Todos estos diseños se verifi-
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